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INTRODUCTION

DO you believe in crystal gaz ing ! ” is a question

which one is often asked . One can only reply :

What do you mean by believing in crystal gazing
!

I f you mean
,
Do I believe that it is worth while to

pay half-a- crown
,
or a guinea

,
as a fee to a person

who professes to discover by crystal gazing the

whereabouts of lost property ,
or of a missing friend .

or to foretell events — I do not believe in crystal

gazing.

’ One hears wonderful tales of successes

in this kind, but not at first-hand ; and the pe0p1e

who tell them are not very critical, while the prac

tisers are, to begin with
’

,
breaking the law . But i f

the question means
,
Do I believe that some people

have the faculty of seeing faces, places, persons in
motion, sometimes recogn i sable, in a glass ball, or

in water
,
ink, or any clear deep — then I do believe

in the existence of this faculty. Whether the things

thus seen ever answer, except by fortuitous coinci

dence, to thoughts in another person
’s mind, things

unknown to the crystal gazer
,
i s a different question ,

to which I return later. But as to the actual exist

ence of an experience which the gazer can only de
scribe as seeing such or such things in the glass

ball I have no doubt whatever. I shall use for the

xx



x INTRODUCTION

practice the old Engl ish word scrying — a form,

one may guess, of descrying. Perhaps I may as

well give the grounds of my belief, as far as that
belief extends . Like other people, I had heard and

read, all my li fe, of magic m irrors — ever since, in

childhood
,
I perused the Notes to The Lay of

the Last Minstrel
,

” and Scott ’s story, My Aunt

Margaret’s Mirror,
” and Kingsley ’s Egyptian

chapters in Eothen . Like other people
,
I thought

the stories nothing but mediaeval or Oriental

romances . But Miss Goodrich-Freer published an

essay on crystal gazing in the Proceedings of the

Society for Psychical R esearch. The essay con

tained a brief and interesting history of the practice,
and records of personal experiences by the author,
Miss X ,

” whose real name I did not know . I

was staying at a hospitable country house
,
a castle

with an ancient legend for being haunted.

”

None of us ever saw any of the traditional spectres .

We sent to London for a glass ball
,
in which none

of us could see anything that was not very natural

and normal . The hostess was the last who tried

she found that the ball first yielded mere reflections
,

then seemed to grow m i lky, then black, and then

pictures appeared . These to some s l ight degree

rather disturbed her equan im ity , being novel in

her experience
, and not corresponding to any

conscious thoughts in her m ind, which m ight have

suggested them to a person very capable of visual
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ising — that is, form ing pictu res in her m ind’s

eye of the Object of her conscious thoughts . This

power exists in very various degrees
,
perhaps espe

cially in women
,
children

,
and people of genius .

Thackeray and Dickens have left descriptions of

their own power of visualising : perhaps most imagi

native wr iters possess it, but other writers possess

it, who do not seem to be successfully imaginative .

The crystal pictures
,
however, were seen, not

“ in

the m ind ’s eye,
” but projected outwards into the

glass
,
and did not correspond to any thoughts which

the gazer knew that She was thinking, or had ever

thought.

This lady’s faculty went no further . In perhaps

one case she partially beheld the object on which a

friend fixed his m ind ; in another she saw a curious

mystical design that we Shortly afterwards found

on the cover of a book , recently published, which
had not then reached us , and in a third case , when

scrying in the crystal cover of a m in iature of the

Chevalier de St George (James III . and she

saw what m ight be explained as the march of his

army across the field of Shirramuir . But there

was no evidence to anything unusual in such scrys .

I got a glass ball
, and, at St Andrews and else

where, people of both sexes , and of many social

conditions , from my cook of that day (who made the

experience casually
,
as she saw the ball lying about ) ,

to golfers
,
men of business , men of letters , a physi
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ciam— all sorts and conditions of men and women,
friends

,
kinsfolk

,
and chance acquaintances of my

own . The proportion of successes in seeing

crystal pictures was very great— unusually so, I be

l ieve. The subj ect had not then won its way into

magazines and general literature and conversation ,

yet the symptoms , so to say, were identical in cases

of success. The ball grew m ilky, then black ; then

the pictures appeared, as an. almost invariable rule,
though the experimenters were not told what to

expect, and were quite ignorant of the little that

had been written on the topic. I , therefore, took
leave to think that all experimenters were not play

ing on my artless confidence . One lady tried to

scry in a glass jug of water . She saw landscapes,
an Ecce Homo, and other things, and doubted

whether the Church ( she was of the ancient faith )
sanctioned the practice . She added, what was cu

rious, that, as a child, she used to spi ll ink ,
gaze

into it, and see such pictures as she now beheld in

the water.

An incident occurred which I have narrated else

where. I lent the ball to a Miss Balfour, who only

then saw
,
I think, an old- fashioned piece of furn i

ture. Her brother laughed at her, and took the

ball into the study, whence he returned, looking per

plex ed . He adm itted that he had seen a person whom

he knew
,
under a lamp . This was at about 5 P .M . ,

on a Sunday, at St Andrews . He would find
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out on Tuesday, he said, whether he had seen right

or wrong. Miss Bal four told me this. On Tuesday
Mr Bal four met

, at a dance, in Edinburgh, a lady ,

Miss Grant.

On Sunday, at five o’clock, he said, you

were seated under a standard lamp, making tea.

A man in blue serge was beside you ; his back was

towards me ;
,

I saw the tip of his moustache . You

wore a dress [described ] that I never saw you

wearing.

Were the blinds up ! ” asked the lady

I don ’t know ; I was at St Andrews, said Mr

Balfour.

The lady said that all the facts were correct
,
and

she and Mr . Balfour wrote out and Signed a report

of the incident . I had heard Miss Balfour’s account

of the person seen under a lamp before I learned

the conclusion of the story . Not long a fterwards

Mr Balfour lunched with me. We spoke of Miss

X,

” Miss Goodrich-Freer and her experiments
,
on

the l inks before luncheon . Afterwards, in my study ,
Mr Balfour, who was smoking, gazed into a glass

bowl of water.
’

He saw as much o f a house as you

do see from the hall . The arrangement, as to

flooring
,
doors

,
windows , and staircase, was of a

kind unknown to both of us . A white Persian cat,
in the picture

,
walked down the stairs . The picture

lasted long, and I made several changes in the

lighting of the room . When I drew down the blind
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the picture remained
,
but the large window opposite

the front door
,
in the crystal picture of the house,

disappeared.

I happened
,
later

,
to meet Miss Goodrich-Freer,

whom Mr Bal four had never seen in his li fe, and
told her what he had beheld.

My house
,
my Persian cat !

” said the lady .

I had never been in this house
,
but visited it on

my return to town . Mr Balfour’s description of
what he saw in the picture was abso lutely correct,
but the Persian cat was out. His existence, how

ever
,
is amply attested.

Possibly many crystal pictures, un identified, have

their actual model somewhere
,
but the prototype

,
in

this case
, was discovered by the merest chance. Mr

Balfour
, a man of strong sense, argued that the

picture of the cat was a whiff of tobacco smoke, and

the house a thing fanci fully constructed out of
l ight

,
shadows

,
and reflections . The coincidence re

ma ined that, out of these, he had architected and

furnished a house on a system utterly unknown to

himself or to me
,
yet actually existing

,
and the house

was tenanted by a white Persian cat.

The instances which I have given are only a few

out of the multitude within my experience . But

your experience
,

” the sceptic will say
,
is on ly that

of a listener or a looker-ou . You see a man or

woman stare at a ring, a jug of water, a glass bowl ,
the ink in an inkpot, or what not ; the person who
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stares then tells you that he or she sees this or that

picture
,
whereas he sees no picture at all in the

crystal . Either he is merely practising on your

credul ity
,
or he honestly believes that he sees what

he says he sees
,
but does not see . In the latter case,

to put the matter as it is usually stated : It is all

imagination .

’

At this point may I take it as conceded that all

my friends
,
kinsfolk, and acquaintances who tell me

that they see pictures in the glass ball are not mere

practical jokers
,
playing on my credulity ! Really,

they are so numerous, and many of them are such
grave substantial characters

,
and their experiences

,

as described
,
agree with each other in so many

points, that I think it would only be fair to exclude

the hypothesis of hoaxing, as a general rule.
This point 1 am anxious to secure

,
and in proof

I wish to cite the behaviour of some of the people
whom I have observed. Some Six years ago I was

staying in early spring at a Highland hotel , when

very few visitors had assembled . With me was a

young k inswoman, or kinsgirl,
” Miss Gregor

,

whom I had known since her childhood ; she was

healthy, veracious, and, as far as becomes her sex ,

athletic. She had just found out that She could see

pictures in a glass ball . At the dinner- table w ith

us were two young Engl ishmen
,
strangers to us .

They tried the glass ball
, and,

finding that they

had the faculty of scrying,
” or seeing pictures,
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were interested
,
and made some experiments in their

own rooms . One tried looking at the ball in dark
ness

,
at n ight. He said that it seemed to become

of a fiery quality
,
glowing bright, but in these con

ditions he saw no pictures in the glow . By day

light or artificial l ight he saw pictures, usually of
people known to him, and members of his fam i ly .

One lady, he said, he saw always in an inverted

position, as when you look at the sitter through a

photographic camera . I have not found another

example of this eccentricity. The remarks appeared

to be candid, and the experiment in the dark was

l ike that of another friend
,
an engineer

,
who tried

excluding all l ight, and gaz ing into a funnel . The

field of vision
,
in his case, became luminous, and

pictures appeared.

Evidence of this k ind must be subjective

we have only the word of the experimenter for it .

But we have only people ’s words for all subj ective

psychological facts, such as coloured audition

( the association of colours with sounds ) , the view

ing of numerals in colours and symmetric patterns
,

the arabesques seen by Herschel, and so forth .

Miss Gregor, in one of her earliest experiments,
saw very distinctly Dunstaffnage Castle, the old

home of the Dalriada kings, near Oban ,
which we

had been visiting. She also saw a lady
,
well known

to both of us, Sitting alone, and playing at a card

game, in which little bags of counters are used .
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She had once seen the lady playing at this game in

company, but we found, on inquiry
,
that the lady

had in fact, been playing alone, for the first time,
just before the picture was seen in the glass ball .
No doubt this was a merely accidental coincidence .

We then tried the usual experiment, myself and

Miss Ham i lton being present . Miss Ham i lton was

to think ; Miss Gregor was to see the object o f her

thought . Miss Gregor saw a lady, l ike your

mother
,
but not your mother . Her complexion is

ruddy
,
her eyes are brown

,
She is dressed in black ,

her hair is white
,

”
and she described the co iffure.

I at once recogn ised the description , that o f a lady
well known to me, whom Miss Gregor had never

seen . It is right,
” said Miss Ham i lton ; I was

think ing of my aunt, my mother
’s sister .

”

We then called in a Mr Brown to do the thinking.

Miss Gregor then saw the two young Englishmen

already mentioned (who had left ) , fishing in a boat

on the loch .

I began by fixing my m ind on them ,
said Mr

Brown , but at the last I was thinking of the big

trout they caught .

This was a kind o f success . So we tried next

day ,
Mrs Ham i lton as thinker . Miss Gregor saw

her daughter Marjory , then in London ,
pa inting at

an easel , in a blue linen smock . But Mrs Ham i l

ton had been think ing of a favorite dog, and

Marjory did not even possess a blue smock to cover
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her dress when painting. Then I tried. What I

thought of I forget
,
but what Miss Gregor saw

was— John Knox . Later
,
I remembered that, some

days before
,
I had thought of john Knox, but Miss

Gregor had seen something else . She did not re

member this
,
and I forgot it too

,
till a fter an interva l

of some hours . We all taunted Miss Gregor as a

fraudulent medium ,

” which she “ took very un

concernedly
,

” as the Christian carrier took his

shooting by Claverhouse’s dragoons .” Out of four
attempts she had m issed twice

,
once scored a bull ’s

eye, and once an outer.

AS in many other cases , her efforts were wont to

be there or thereabouts .” In her experiment

w ith her mother she saw a back view of that lady
and a friend

,
Mrs Black

,
standing in a great hall

,

looking upward : at what they were looking She

did not know . But what Mrs Gregor was thinking

of was the tall Haida totem post,
” in the hall of

the Anthropological Museum at Oxford
,
which ,

some weeks earlier
,
she had visited in company with

the lady here styled Mrs Black . It is a gigantic

post
,
carved w ith the totem ic armorial quarterings

of a Haida gentleman
, and originally erected in

front of his hut, as is the custom . Thus Miss

Gregor was in close but not absolutely perfect con

tact with her mother’s reflections , much as in the

case o f the men in the boat and the big trout .

Whether these coincidences were mere chance work
,
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day our friend pointed out to us in a museum a

Patagon ian bow which answered to pattern .

” The

fact that he is an anthropologist would naturally

attract Miss Gregor ’s m ind to savages, whose bows,
except in the Patagon ian case, are usually short,
though she probably did not know it .

Everyone can see that, to prove, in Miss Gregor
’s

case, that her m ind is, in some unknown way, in

contact with the m inds of the experimenters who
do the thinking

,
hundreds

,
perhaps thousands, of

carefu l experiments must be made, and the propor
tion of bull ’s eyes

,
centres

,
outers

, and m isses must

be recorded. Not being a mathematician , I do not

know how many failures and outers, out o f five

hundred experiments, would prove the centres and

bull ’s eyes to be the mere result of chance coin

cidence. But the field of possible errors is coex
istent with the thinkable universe— that is, the per

son who does the thinking may choose any one of

m il l ions of things unknown to the crystal gazer. If,
then, the crystal gazer is right in a considerable per

centage of cases , to my unmathematical m ind it

does look as if some unknown human faculty and

fact in nature may be surm ised . I f this be so
,
i t

may be presumed that som e quality in the m ind of

the thinker as well as of the gazer must be in tune

if the experiment is to be successful .

I may be an idle enthusiast, but I cannot help

thinking that some ofli cial professor of psychology
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might make experiments. He would, i f success ful ,
be treated as M . B londlot, of the N- rays

,

” is used

by many of his learned colleagues ; but, i f his experi

ments were dead failures
,
he would have his reward,

and his name would be great in the scientific Israel .

At presen t the position of M . Blondlot, whether he

is in the right, or whether he i s un pau '

vre hallucine
’

(as Dr Janet said of a lady often mentioned in this
book ) , cannot be called enviable . But Lady Mary

Wortley Montague, and Jenner, and Braid, and E l

l iston , and Simpson , had troubles from learned col
leagues to face in the matters of inoculation, vacci

nation
,
hypnotism

,
and chloroform .

One very em inent professor of psychology told
me, some years ago, that he could not find anyone

who professed to see even fancy pictures in a glass
ball . My experience is diff erent , but I am so lazy !

I have just passed a month under the roof of a
relation who ,

in a sol itary experiment made some

time ago , saw” ; but I had not a glass ball
,
and

did not know how to procure one, not being aware

that they are kept in stock
,
as Mr Thomas tells us,

by the Society for Psychical Research , 20 Hanover

Square. The glass jug o f water has inconven iences

in practice
,
and many people who can see in glass

balls cannot see in ink .

So far I have mainly been argu ing that all my

scryers are not practical jokers . In corrobora

tion, when I examined savage practice, and bar
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baric and ancient practice
,
I found that from the

Australian black fellows to the Maoris , the Samo

yeds, the Iroquois, the Incas , the Aztecs , the

Malagasies
,
the negroes

,
the Arabs, the Egyptians,

the Greeks
,
and the mediaeval European nations ,

all were crystal gazers . I f they saw no pictures at

all in crystals
,
polished basalt

,
obsidian m irrors,

blood drops
,
ink

, water, l ivers of an imals, and so on ,
it is not in nature that all Shou ld go on scrying .

”

They must have made the discovery of the facu lty
by accident, l ike the lady already mentioned, who,
as a child, amused herself by scrying ” in ink ;
and l ike George Sand , who, in childhood, used the

pol ished back of a screen
,
and appears never to have

heard of any other instance of the practice .
I do not think we can state the facts at a lower

level than this

Some persons can
,
and others cannot

,
see

pictures, not voluntarily or consciously evoked

and “ visualised,
”
in a smooth deep . This is a

circumstance in human psychology quite as curiou s

as the visions of coloured lines of numerals, estab

lished by Mr Francis Galton . But official psycholo

gists
,
as a rule

,
avoid the subject. Are they influ

enced by an aversion to the inquiry as to whether

the things seen
,
in some cases , appear to reflect the

unknown thought of a party to the experiment !

That way
,
to be sure

,
l ies the occult,

” a word

rendered terrific by silly enthusiasts . In merely
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exam ining crystal gazing we are on the border of

the realm of quackery, fraud, blind credulity, avid
hopes

,
and superstitious fears . There is no doubt

at all that
,
this border once crossed, even m inds

practised in the physical sciences often cease to be
scientific or sensible . I have read, with distaste,
the credulities and wild speculations published

( about aff airs beyond the border ) by more than one

man of em inence in this or that field of orthodox
science . The lucubrations of other savants who have

just peeped across the border in a Spirit of cursing,
l ike that of Balaam, are often more entertaining,
so reckless are these gentlemen, sometimes, of ac

curacy and even of honesty— the dishonesty being

subconscious,
” no doubt. Thus we can explain

the aversion of men of science to the exam ination
of phenomena— no more off ensive, really, than the
dreams of the day or the night . They are phe

momena of human nature, exercises of human fac
ulty, and, as such , invite study. To Shirk exam ina

tion is less than courageous.

I f I have proved , or made it highly probable, that

all my crystal gazers are not practical jokers, there

remains the theory that “ i t is all imagination .

”

But what is imagination How do you define

it, and how does your definition apply to the

case !

Most people
,
i f they get beyond the theory that

all folk who say they can see pictures in glass balls
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and so forth are liars
,
remark ' It is just imagina

tion .

” To ask such sceptics : What is imagination !

How do you define it ! ” i s cruel
,
for they have al

ways been contented with the word
,
and have never

reflected on its sense. I turn away from the notion
of asking any person to think ! The exercise is re

pugnant to the natural man .

We may, perhaps, find out what the public mean

by “ imagination i f we exam ine the senses in
which the word is currently used . We expla in

,

in common talk , the tales which a child, or which

many grown-ups
,
tell about their own adventures

by saying that they are imaginative .

” The

child tells you of his adventures with Sharks in the

pond or bears in the garden . He has heard or

read of bears and sharks , and he has made a romance
about them ,

in which himself i s the hero . Vanity
and the nascent literary impulse inspire him . A

man tells you of his successes among the fair, or
among trout or deer . In the former case he is a

cur or liar or a fatuous fool ; in the second case

you cannot tell whether he is romancing or

speaking truth without considerable knowledge of

his character and qual ities . He may be veracious,
and yet a listener who does not know by personal

experience the strange chances of hill and wood

and stream ,
says to himself The man is imagina

tive just as he would say o f the man who sees

crystal pictures . Very probably the sportsman is
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telling the actual truth, and a fellow- Sportsman be
lieves h im . He is reckoned “ imaginative ” onlv

by listeners who have not lived alone with nature

and wild things . In the same way, the listener who

has never inquired into crystal gaz ing thinks the

scryer “ imaginative,
” yet he may no more be

“ imaginative than the sportsman is . He may be

on ly narrating matters not in the experience of
the listener . To th is extent

,
then

,
we may discount

the popu lar theory of “ it i s all imagination .

”

Again , we use the word
“

imagination
,

”
com

monly, of the constructive faculty of the poet or
artist . He broods on a theme, let us say, ti ll he

sees it with “ that inner eye which is the bliss

of sol itude,
” with his m ind ’s eye,

” and then he

reproduces , in words , sounds , clay, or colours, what

he has seen ,

”
reproduces it with more or less suc

cess .

This we call constructive imagination
,
and it

is exerted w ith purpose
,
and with full consciousness

,

as a rule . We all exercise, or try to exercise, this

faculty when on the dark we strive to paint ”

the face of a friend or the aspect of a landscape .

The power exists in various degrees . I, for one ,
am almost without it . \Ve ca ll the process

visualis ing. Now , some crystal gazers ( see p . 4 1

below ) can visualise a face, say,
“ in the m ind ’s

eye
,

” and then transfer the picture into the crystal .

I do not know if this power is common. However,
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let us suppose it to be common . Next let us suppose

that, in an experiment, A does the thinking, B

guesses at the object of A ’s thought
,
visual ises

what he has guessed at
, and transfers the mental

picture to the crystal . The guess may be right ( as

in the case of Miss Ham i lton ’s aunt ) or wrong

(as in the case of Miss Hami lton
’s sister

, see p .

xviii above ) . In the instance of the aunt, Miss

Gregor had never seen her , but she may have seen

her photograph, guessed that Miss Ham i lton was

thinking of her, and then made a mental picture of
the photograph, invented the colouring, and trans

ferred it to the crystal .
In this case we have a lucky guess at Miss Hamil

ton ’s thought— a very lucky guess— for the lady had
the whole un iverse to expatiate in

, in maiden

meditation, fancy free .
” Secondly

, we have an ef

fort of a recognised form of imagination— namely ,
visualisation .

” Thirdly
,
Miss Gregor puts the

mental picture into the crystal
,
or says that She does

— persuades herself that She does so : here all i s

conscious
,
purposeful work of the imagination .

Again
,
in the case of the totem post

,
Miss Gregor

knew that her mother had seen the post, in company

with Mrs Black . She guessed, let us say, that of

this visit to the museum her mother was thinking,
and she guessed r ight . But why did she guess that

the two ladies were looking upward in the large

hall
, and not guess that they were looking at the
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glass, partly consciously and partly unconsciously
out of points and planes of l ight and shadow in
the crystal

,
and out of the distorted reflections of

objects in the room . To do this requires more

imagination than those of us possess who cannot
see crystal pictures

,
but can construct a kind of

fancy resemblance to faces , animals, and mountains
out of the light in the embers , the clouds in the sky ,
and the splashes and stains on a plastered wall I
am very willing to adm it that “ imagination in

this senseg namely,
the imaginative construction of

a picture out of the l ights
,
shadows

,
and reflections

in the glass— may be the actual cause of some
crystal-picture seeings . Almost anybody can turn

the ball about til l he gets a view of a frozen lake
bordered by snowy hills . O f course, the person who
does this knows what he is doing, knows that he

is making up his landscape intentionally. But i f

a band of skaters suddenly begins to circle about
on the glassy lake of the landscape thus composed

that is a very diff erent thing ; yet such crystal pic

tures of moving figures are constantly reported by

crystal gazers . These cannot be explained in the

theory that imagination is active, merely as it is

when we see
,
in a blotch on a wall , a likeness, say ,

to a man preaching. For the figure on the wall is

motion less ; the skaters are in motion .

The real process in crystal gazing is much more

like that of watching visions of faces
,
places, and
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other things, with closed eyes, between sleeping and

waking. These visions are technically called

hypnagogic illusions,
” which means illusive ap

pearances introducing sleep . (See Mr Thomas, pp .

As Mr Thomas touches very briefly on these

things I Shall be more ample. Hypnagogic illu

sions appear to be matters of less common experi

ence than a person fam iliar with them
,
l ike myself

,

m ight suppose. Probably most people
,
happy

people, fall sound asleep almost as soon as their
head touches the pillow . They have no illusions
hypnagogiques . These are, in my own case, sudden

uprisings of unknown faces before the closed eyes .
The faces are often beautiful at first, but fleet

through a series of changes to the grotesque and the
hideous, so that I have to open my eyes to get rid

of them . They change and pass with extreme

celerity . As a ru le, I repeat, the faces are almost

always unknown, but I once saw myself in profile .
’

I cannot, when awake, summon up mental pictures

of known faces
,
or but very dimly, while these

little illusions of drowsy
,
shut eyes are often very

brill iant . Sometimes when they occur I try to call

up the face I Shall not see, or rather the faces ,
now so many, of those whom we have lost awhile .

But this proves impossible . The unknown
,
the

uncalled for
,
the unexpected strange faces

,
fair or

hideous, sweep past ; never, never once, the faces
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of our desire
,
though these may visit us in actual

dreams of sleep. The same remark holds good of
landscapes and inanimate things : those which I see

have always been unknown to me, or, i f once
known

,
are lost to memory, except in a single in

stance. I had visited Carlisle Castle , and remarked

the heraldic bearings carved in m iniature on the

door l intels by prisoners of old . Not long after
wards I saw them distinctly in a hypnagogic i llusion ,
just as Miss Gregor saw Dunstaffnage Castle and

the card-playing lady in an early experiment with
the glass ball .

Now, in my own case, I can occasionally observe

the geneses of these hypnagogic phantasms . On
closing the eyes we

,
or most of us, see floating,

shi fting, vanishing specks or little blotches of l ight
of various colours

,
form less and fleeting. I can,

when half asleep
,
watch one of these Specks or

blotches growing, in an infin itesimal space of time,
into a face, or other recognisable form of any sort,
changing to another, quite unlike the first ; to a third,
and so on . I cannot command or modi fy the

forms, that is done by some faculty of half slumber

which is not directed by any will or desire . Again ,

shapes of printed letters
,
black or white

,
arise

,
and

are legible ; and I have seen a very remarkable wal l

pattern in crimson , which I could not, when wide

awake
,
invent or design . This morning my hypna

gogic i llusions took the shape of an inscription in
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characters , of which some seemed Hebrew, others

early Greek . I had not been working at the origin

of the alphabet for more than a year
,
but yesterday

I had mentioned the subj ect of early writing to a
friend . All this kind of phantasmagoria beheld

between sleeping and waking is very closely anal

ogous to the picture beheld by crystal gazers .

Some o f them ,
not many (Mr Thomas names Mrs

Verrall ) , can trace the genesis of the crystal picture
to actual points of light and dark in the g lass , just
as I can sometimes see the speck of colour before

the shut eyes develop into the changeful face.
I f Mrs Verrall’s experience were that of crystal

gazers in general ( as, perhaps, it really is, though

they have not consciously observed it ) , then we

m ight have a theory . wem ight say that crystal pic
tures are, unconsciously and unintentionally, con

structed by them outof points of l ight and dark in the
glass

,
the gazers being wide awake, just as illus ions

hypnagogiques are , un intentionally and unconscious

ly , constructed out of blurs and specks of colour in

the shut eyes
,
by myself and others , when half asleep .

(See Alfred Maury , Le Sommeil et les

Some length this theory carries us ; but there is

a great deal of difference between being half asleep

and being wide awake ! I must insi st that
,
out of

scores of cases of crystal gazers who saw crystal

pictures, I have never met one who was other than

wide awake during the process
,
talking and de
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scribing , criticis ing. leav ing o ff scrying to take tea,
o r smoking w ithout leaving off . Verv possibly to

stare at a fixed object may make some people
drowsy , but it has not been so in any case with in my
personal experience . I have stared vainly at a

glass ball for long , and many a time, but no more

felt sleepy than I saw pictures .
I was once able to test the theory of reflect ions

converted into pictures in a curious way . The

Mr Bal four already spoken of (page x i i i ) was very
sceptical ab out his own powers . AS to the vision
f Miss Grant at a tea- table

,

”
he argued , I knew

it was tea- time , and translated some reflection in

the glass into Miss Grant making tea .

”

And the man in blue serge, and the dress you
did not know that she possessed !

These appearances Mr Balfour did not explain .

At the time o f this conversation two young ladies
who could “ scry” were on a visit in the neigh

bourhood . They were acquaintances of m ine, not

o f Mr Bal four
’

s , who himself was on a visit to the

place. These lad ies had been witnesses, or percip i

ents
,
with their mother and others, collect ively

and s imultaneously, of a truly appalling spectre,
seen one evening in a place where, early nex t

mo rning
,
a terrible disaster occurred, with loss o f

several l ives . They told me the tale, and the

phantasm was of such a novel type, so uncon

ventional, that I made sceptical observations .
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Even Professor Ray Lankester
,
i f I know him,

would have gone so far as to “ hint a doubt and

hesitate disl ike of the reported appearance. My
tone irritated the ladies, and as I believed in scry

ing,

”
they declared that scrys were only

reflections in the glass . I then arranged an ex

periment. I would bring two glass balls, and

introduce Mr Bal four . I brought in Mr Bal four,
and one of the ladies scryed with her back to the

window . Mr Balfour was stationed at the other end
of the room

,
beside the door. Both scryers indicated

that they had seen .

” I took Mr Balfour out of

the room, along a passage, beyond earshot . He

had seen an old woman
,
seated at a table . We

returned to the drawing- room , and asked the

lady what she had seen . She also had seen an

old woman
,
standing up . There was no old woman

in the room to be reflected, and the reflections of the

two opposite ends of the rooms were not likely to

coincide in being construable into an old woman

in one scry seated
,
in the other standing up

—
pro

bably not the same old woman . Collusion was

barred , as the two parties to the experiments were

entire strangers to each other .

\Ve have advanced, or I have advanced, what

ever the reader may have done , to this point, that

crystal pictures are analogous to waking hypnagogic

illusions— a contradiction in terms ! It is no great

strain on credulity to bel ieve that a scryer
,
by con
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centrating attention on a given po int of vision ,
when awake , may have experiences analogous to,
but usually much more durable than, the v isual

experiences of other persons on the margin of sleep .

This theory would be much more easy of acceptance

i f I could say that my scrying acquaintances are

drowsy when engaged in scrying
, but they have

invariably been, to all appearance, absolutely and

normally wide awake .

We now come to a topic already touched upon

in the cases of Mr Balfour and Miss Gregor— the
perception by scryers of real persons

,
or places,

unknown to them
,
and distant, though, perhaps,

present to the m ind of the person who does the
thinking in the experiment . I f this kind of crystal
picture could be statistically tested, and i f successes
occurred in a suff icient proportion of experiments

(whatever that proportion ought to be ) , we should

be in Sight, I presume, of a result . Some cause, of a
nature hitherto unascertained, would, apparently ,
determ ine the visions of the scryer which coincide

with the thought of the person who does the think

ing. Whether we Chri sten the cause, or process,
by the name of telepathy or thought transfer

ence or K- rays
,

”
is a matter purely indifferent.

We should be no nearer to understanding the pro

cess
,
or processes. What nearer is it i f we m ix

up M . Blondlot
’

s N- rays ( actual or imaginary )
with the coincidence of A ’s thought and B

’

s scry !
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once when she saw nothing ; once or twice with
myself, and once with a lady who is herself a

scryer,
” and a seeress . One fai lure was when I

asked her to describe the study of a correspondent
in Algiers, which I had never seen . The descrip
tion seemed so improbable that I never asked my
French friend whether it were wrong or right.

Miss Angu s was not told his name
,
place of resi

dence, profession, or nationality . This experiment
,

in popular phrase
,
was trying Miss Angu s rather

high, for I have never seen my foreign corre

spondent (an em inent Egyptologist ) , nor did I try

to fix my m ind on a person whom I had never seen .

On rev iewing the past, I seem also to remember

that Mr F . W . H . Myers told me that Miss Angu s

was unsuccessful in his case.
Perhaps I had better mention all our own trials .

On the first occasion
,
the second time

’

of our meeting,
at a tea-party, I asked Miss Angu s to see what I

wanted her to see
,

adding that I would fix my
m ind elsewhere— namely, on a card in a pack— and

that a Mr Johnstone, an undergraduate, would

guess at the card . He gu essed the ace of hearts,
which was the card I had selected . Meanwhile

Miss Angus
,
seated at some distance off , was looking

at the glass ball . She described the remote object

which I wanted her to see very m inutely, adding

an important detail which was not in my know

ledge . I thought that this must be an error, but
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on making inquiries in the proper quarter I found
that it was correct . I confess that on this occasion

(and on only one other in my l i fe ) a feeling of chill
seemed to run down my spine !

On the other hand, some weeks later, when I

fixed my m ind on an attempt to visualise Mr W . G.

Grace in cricket costume, Miss Angu s saw a limping
old man . Thirdly

,
I had acqu ired some lammer

beads (amber beads ) , once the property of one of
the Paisley witches

,
burned for bewitching Miss

Christian Shaw of Bargarran, the founder of the
Ren frewshire thread industry. I wrote to Miss

Angus
,
who was at a distance

,
asking her to scry

to the intention of some amber beads .” What

she saw was a lady and two men , in old- fashioned
costume,

” in a room which had the air of being a

chamber in a pri son . Certainly I do not say that

this was Miss Shaw
,
with two friends , waiting in

the prison where Margaret Lang and six other

victims accused of sorcery were exam ined and

tortu red . In this case too Miss Angus was “ tried

rather high .

One other experiment, one which closes our ac

count
,
was at least picturesque. We visited the

ruined archiepiscopal castle of St . Andrews . Miss

Angu s sat down , with the glass ball , in the large,
roofless chamber on the first floor

,
while I walked

about in the grassy court . I expected the lady , i f

She saw anything, to see a fancy picture of the
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murder o f Cardinal Beaton in May
,
1546. But the

pictures were these : a man in one of the tall
,

conical black hats , such as the Regent Morton

wears in his portrait, walking up an avenue. Next ,
that picture passing, came

“ a lady in a crinoline
,

without a ruff .

”

In a crinol ine ! I said, disappointed .

Yes ; she is pale, stands w ith her hand on the

back o f a chai r , the Skirt o f her dress is of such or
such a co lour [grey silk brocade ] , and the crinoline
is o f such and such a shape .

” I forget the precise
wo rds .

That
’

s not a crino line, it is a farthingale, I

said ; but about farthingales Miss Angu s was un in

structed . This mode of distending the dress was

very fashionable in Scotland in the sixteenth
century . Knox

,
writing to two godly sisters who

consulted h im on the ethics of costume, gave them a

pleasing latitude as to gold and velvet, but I think

that farth ingalis cannot be justifeit.
”

When Miss Angu s had described the costume I

said I think you have spotted Mariotte Ogilvy .

She had never heard of Mariotte, a lady of the

House of Airlie
,
who lived with the Cardinal as hi s

wife
,
the liaison being accepted by society , and the

children marrying into the noblest fam i lies . Now ,

Knox tells us that Mariotte was in the castle with

the Cardinal on the n ight before his murder ; and as

I was working at the history of the period my mind
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had dwelt on the emotions of the poor lady when

the news reached her
,
in the early morning, that

Stickit was the Cardinal
,

And sauted like ane sow

as the Protestant rhyme ran . But as to how the

lady would be dressed I had never thought of asking.

We went straight to the University Library
,
and

consulted a book on costume as to the attire of
ladies about 1546 . The coloured print of female
array for that period corroborated the crystal

picture : it was very correct .

The coincidence was, at all events , pretty ; and

the scry was of an unexpected nature , for one
would have expected the scryer either to see

the murder scene, or some other less universally

known incident of the castle ’s history , or something
wholly unconnected with it, or nothing at all , as

occasionally occurs . But there was a connection ,
shadowy i f you please ; nay , if you please, a con

nection existing on ly for myself ; and I accept Miss

Angus ’s ignorance of the existence of Mariotte, who

is not mentioned in the gu ide
’s description of the

castle’s history . She is a lady remembered by few

except her actual collateral descendants, one of

whom is named after her.

A selection of Miss Angus ’s numerous successes,
as Mr Thomas says , i s given in a book of m ine

already mentioned . One case
,
unpublished, was

of a sensational nature, in connection with a
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lost object of value . But the incidents, for reasons

which seem insuperable
,
cannot be off ered . I have

tried to give an analogous account
,
changing the de

tai ls, but the result would be unsatisfactory.

As a reference to my book will prove, Miss
Angu s

’s scrys showed the strange vagaries of the

facu lty. One example is given by Mr Thomas (pp.

142 , Miss Angu s saw not the man thought

of by the lady who did the thinking
,
but his mother .

Now, when a lady does the thinking, i f we merely

guess, we guess at a man as the object of her con

templations, l ike, in the converse case, the Arab boy
who saw a lovely, golden-haired, azure- eyed girl,
when Kinglake was thinking of the flogging Eton

headmaster, Dr Keate . In two cases noted, Miss

Angu s saw what was in the m ind of a person in

the room who was taking no part in the experiment ;
in one of these instances she also hit on the obj ect of
the thoughts of the experimenter .
But much the most extraordinary feature in her

experiments was her success, not only
‘

in describing

the person thought of
,
but the actual dress and cir

cumstances of that person (unknown to her even by

name ) at the moment of the scry. Once
,
even more

strangely
,
she described

,
and in one case m im icked,

the gait of one of the persons in the m ind of the

thinker
,
with their occupations and environment

(Oriental ) . This was on a Saturday n ight in Scot

land. The post on Sunday brought a letter of one
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of the persons seen , from India, and the letter

(which I read ) described the occupations and en

vironment discerned by Miss Angus, which , at the

moment of the scry , were several weeks remote in

time . Had Miss Angu s known the person de

scribed (of whom she had never heard ) , and read

the undelivered letter
,
she could not have been more

accurate . Another instance of the same kind is

given . Miss Angus saw a person , unknown to her,
but much in the m ind of another person present,
a complete stranger to Miss Angus, not engaged in

the experiment, in an attitude very unusual , but

actually assumed by the distant person described

some hours earlier in the day than the moment o f

the crystal gazing .

In the great majori ty of cases known to me the

experiments were made W lth entire strangers , or

with the most recent of acquaintances . In no case

was there physical contact w ith the thinker ;
scryer and thinker did not touch each other ; there

cou ld , therefore, be no muscle- reading . Indeed
,

once, when , by the thinker
’s desire, they clasped

hands , only scurrying blurs were seen in the glass

ball . The general impression left by this lady ’s

experiments was that, for her, t ime and space

broke adri ft .” I ought to add that
,
in no case

within my knowledge , was any eff ort made to

serv the future : while I was the only person con

cerned who suggested the attempt at a glimpse into
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the past
,
in the instance of the amber beads, and the

castle— in that case the scene was left to do what it

could with its own suggestions . In the Indian case ,
the scry appeared to be retrospective — the events

described were of the recent past .
I can form no shadow of a theory as to the causes

and processes conceivably at work in this group of
experiments .
I f anyone says that Miss Angus ’s m ind is some

how in touch with the m ind of the other experi

menter, how does that account for her apparent
vision of actua l facts unknown to that person ! I
haire given all such instances of fai lure as I wit
nessed or heard of, and, of course, many of the
people concerned would have been glad to report

fa i lures, as I would have been keen to mark them
I do not record all the successes. In one instance,
not recorded in writing at the time, the confl ict of
memories is of the most curious kind . I f I may
trust my own memory, which in these matters is

good
,
one learned man was a partner to two ex peri

ments at some interval of time . One was a success ,
in the other case nothing was seen in the ball . All

the detai ls of the success ( the person descried was

in Canada ) are vividly present to my m ind . But

my friend on ly remembers the instance in which

nothing was seen , which Miss Angus, be ing con

su lted
,

also remembered . The other case came

back to her memory when I jogged it ; but such a
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ally sees nothing but fancy pictures or memory
p ictures . I need hardly say that, i f a scryer often

sees correctly
, and often things wholly unknown

to him before the scry , this is in i tself a proof that

he does see
, and is not merely inventing or

imagin ing.

” I may be asked : What sort of

people are most apt to see crysta l pictures ! I

never tr ied experiments with children very young

people
,
or unhealthy , fanciful , and hysterical

people . It seems probable that persons with strong
powers of

“ visual ising,
” or seeing things in the

m ind ’s eye,
”
are most likely to succeed, but they

often fail entirely . Again
,
whoever has had

,

though sane and healthy
, one or more waking

hal lucinations, such as seeing, within doors, and in

a good light, a person who is absent, or non - existent
,

seems, prima facie, apt to make a scryer. On these

terms I ought to be able to scry, but I cannot.
Miss A was apt to see waking hallucinations that

corresponded to facts not known to her
, and other

ha llucinations in
“ haunted houses ” : she scrys

very well . Mr B
,
a painter

,
and a strong Visualiser

,

who has had ghostly experiences in a haunted

house (his own ) , could not scry : he found that the

glass ball became m i lky or m isty
,
but no pictures

appeared .

Miss C, a lady of great humour and strength of

character, who has seen waking hallucinations, and
merely laughs at them

, can see crystal pictures
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occasionally, but not often , and I understand that

they are always unidentifiable fancy pictures or
revived memories . In one case she saw a friend

in the act of writing a letter
,
and a letter reached

her from the friend a post or two later ; but that was
not a notable coincidence . Thus I really cannot

guess as to what sort of person is or is not l ikely,
prima facie, to see crystal pictures . I may think

Professor Ray Lankester an unlikely person ; he
may think me a likely person

,
but I cannot scry

,

and possibly be can : it is a point on which I have
no in formation . Miss Gregor seemed to me, prima

facie, one of the most unlikely people in the world
to be able to scry, and as much may be sa id of Miss

Angus . One has a notion that the born scryer is

a pal l id, anaemic girl, with large, mysterious eyes,
hollow cheeks

,
untidy hai r, and a strong aversion

to exercise in the Open air . But the scryers whom

I know are healthy, jolly people, young, m iddle-aged,
or more than m iddle-aged . They usually take

little interest in the whole aff air ; and as to phil

osophy about telepathy
, N- rays

,
the ether, the

sublim inal self
,
and so forth , they pay no attention

to the theories and their propounders . They are

not spiritualists
,
are not theosophists, and never

bore one with the astral plane,
” cerebra l

centres
,

” and other such jargon . I only once saw

a professional medium
‘

play with a crystal ball ;
he appeared to be a harmless being, possibly half
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witted, and
-he

'

saw little or nothing
,
but what he

described as con fusions .
I handed to him a Jeanne d’Arc ring, with the

inscr iption : Maria , I . H. S.
,
and he said he saw

a m iddle- aged lady in black
,
who certain ly had no

obvious connection with anything in particular.
For others who were with me he saw con fusions .”

We pitied
,
and forsook him a foolish old man ,

who did not even understand his own foolish old

business .

And what do you really think of your foolish
old business ! ” asks the candid reader

,
or

,
i f a lady ,

inquires Do you bel ieve in crystal gazing !
”

The question i s unphilosophical in form , but I reply
to what it is intended to mean . I believe that some

crysta l gazers are, somehow ,
enabled to see

things which are actual
,
but of which

,
crystal

gazing apart
,
they have

,
and can have, no know

ledge . I have no conj ectures as to how it is done

but
,
i f it is done, i t upsets some extant popular

philosoph’ies . People are apt to think that a thing

is explained when they are fam il iar with something

analogous to it . The processes descr ibed are

analogous to wireless telegraphy,
” on the Marcon i

system . But the analogy explains nothing. I f a

number of people are in a room , the bra ins of all

are busy endlessly . I f the activity of the brain sets

up currents
,

” electrical or other
,
how does the

current of the person scryed for come to be selected
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by the receiver in the brain of the scryer ! There

are exceptions, as in two of Miss Angus
’s cases

her cerebral receiver picked up brain currents from
persons to whose intention she was not scrying.

The phenomena are quite as curious and important

as those of radium , but, as they cannot be produced

at will on every -occasion, as they are capricious in

appearance, being subj ect to laws not ascertained, I
do not expect them to be scientifically exam ined for

many a long year , i f ever.
But my last word

‘is
,
take not your opinion from

m ine. An ex-president of the Folklore Society has

informed me that the phenomena entirely depend

on a disordered liver
,
to which I can on ly reply that

,

i f it be so, I should be the chief of scryers. The
questions at issue can on ly be settled after many
long series of experiments conducted by psychologi
cal specialists

,
working with sane and healthy sub

jects— British subjects for choice.
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CHAPTER I

SUPERSTITION AND IN CREDULITY

I AM glad to say my people are not superstitious,
said a worthy Welsh clergyman to a friend of m ine,
a good folklorist,. now, alas, no more, and went on

to explain that there were no ghosts in the parish .

His joy was damped, it is true, half-an-hour later,
when his guest inquired of the school children which

of them could tell him where a bwggau was to be

seen , and found there was not a child in the school

but could put him on the track of one.
It is very common ly said that it is superstitious

to believe in ghosts and crystal gaz ing and such

rubbish .

” Many otherwise worthy people abso

lutely refuse to credit the fact that some of their
fellow- creatures

,
quite as veracious as themselves,

may be able to see and hear what they cannot, or,
rather, may have what are techn ically termed

hallucinations
,
and may consequently be neither

liars nor superstitious when they say they have seen

a ghost, or successfully scryed in a crystal ball
or a glass of water.

A
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we ask incredulous persons to explain

wherein the superstition cons ists it is by no means

easv to get an explicit reply . ghost seeing
may be a resu lt o f suggestion . and depend on the

belief that the sou ls of the deceased forefathers o f

the ham let are wandering round the v illage church

vard at midn ight to scare the bold w ight who

ventu res forth , it bv no means follows that all ghost
seers ho ld that v iew ,

or that thev beli eve in

ghosts at all
, whatever that may mean .

Since the International Census o f 1889
-

92 no one

in his senses can doubt that a considerable number

o f sane and hea lthy people, other wise indistinguish

able from their fellows, occasionallv see visions

or hear sounds
,
and so on, which are not due to the

externa l physica l cause to which the unsophisticated

savage refers them . In other words the visions do

not result from the stimu lation of the retina by

light waves, nor are the sounds due to air waves
falling upon the ear . The sensations are initiated

in the organism , probably in the brain ,
though

,
i f

telepathy be a fact, we may in some cases have to

look outside the organ ism for the ultimate source

o f the phenomenon .

A president of the Folklore Society once de

nuanced the Society for Psychical Research, and

11! its ways, because it believed, or some of its

members believed in spirits, his own view being

that it was absolutely essential to the progress of
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reasoning from his prem ises
,
one of which— a fact

— was that earthly deer have coats which give

electric sparks under certain conditions
,
and the

other a hypothesis -or rather two hypotheses

that there were deer in the sky
, and that the coat

of a celestial deer alone could produce the results
which he saw

,
he is hardly superstitious .

Now Mr Clodd, whom we may take as our scien

tific Gallio, would say, and therein be supported by

the common consent of educated mankind
,
that the

anim ism of the savage is a superstition . I agree.

But is the savage explanation of the aurora a super

stition too ! Perhaps it is
,
but there is no sug

gestion of a ghostly deer, and nothing occult about

this theory , any more than there is about the ether.

I f this auroa theory is a superstition , how about

the horse theory of the steam- engine ! Here we

are dealing with everyday facts and obj ects ; and

i f Mr Clodd ca lls the labourers superstitious I do
not think common opinion will uphold him .

Let us assume
,
however, that he does. I go on

to ask if the chemist of a century ago was super

stitious when he talked of phlogiston or regarded

heat as a substance . Here he was far more mytho

logical than either the Red Indian or the labourers,
for no one now regards heat as a substance.

The man of science, to explain observed phenome

na, was postulating the existence of a non- existent

thing
,
which is just what the savage does when
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he invokes a Spirit to explain the motion of the sun

or the howling of the wind .

The attempt to define superstition along these
lines seems to lead, therefore, to an impasse. We

fare no better
,
however

,
in other directions . It is

useless to take the test of consensus of opinion ;
for no such consensus exists as is required to con

stitute a val id argument, and, even i f it did, there is
no guarantee aga inst either lack of knowledge or
an epidem ic of prejudice and want of common
fairness and desire to get at the truth . The majority

test is even less useful
,
for new ideas

,
or new render

ings of old ideas, have always had to struggle
aga inst the forces of conservatism ,

which is too

often on ly a name for lack of power to digest new
facts and change one ’s views with the advance of
knowledge.

A detai led exam ination of this question shows

that the only defin ition of superstition which seems

to meet all cases
,
even approximately, i s that it

implies in some way a departure from a norm .

This is, however, equivalent to making it an entirely

colourless epithet, for departure from a norm i s by

no means synonymous with error -one man ’s norm

is another man ’s nonsense .

I f, therefore, people really do see pictures in crys

tals the epithet o f superstitious is mean ingless .

But how are we to prove that they do see pictures !

Those who regard crystal gazing as a supersti
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tion are
,
of course , incredu lous as to the visions said

to be seen in a crystal . Possibly i f dreams were
as rare

,
relatively

,
as crystal visions are , they would

take up the same attitude with regard to dreams .

I recently discussed the question of crystal

gazing with one of the incredulous ones ; she

belonged to the sex whose privilege it is to be

absolutely illogical . Starting with the assertion

that She would not believe in crystal gaz ing un less

she could crystal-gaze herself, she ma inta ined that

all experiences were to her incredible which she

had not experienced . Confronted with a concrete

example, she was fa in to make an exception in

favour of drunkenness , and was thereafter ready to
adm it the real ity of crystal gazing if she could see a

person at the moment he or She was experiencing a
crystal vi sion

,
though what security this would give

is not quite clear.
It was pointed out to her that she had no guaran

tee in such a case which She had not when the crystal

gazer signed a statement
, and for the moment the

remark seemed to carry conviction . On the follow

ing day, as often happens, the old personal ex peri

ence phase of conviction had reappeared
, and the fair

sceptic would only adm it the truth of a ghost story

(ghosts being then under discussion ) i f she could

see a ghost herself. This did not arise from any

m istrust of the veracity of ghost seers but from

an innate conviction of human liabi lity to error
,
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a law to which, it appears, there was one ex

ception .

The attitude just described is perhaps more pro
nounced, and more easily denounced, than that

of the average man who does not believe “

in all

that nonsense ,
”
but i t is hardly more illogical . In

the case of ghosts and crystal visions, as of all other

prima facie veridical psychological experiences,
there are two questions involved : ( I ) the personal

experience of the seer, for which we must rely

on his veracity ; and ( 2 ) the agreement of this
experience with unknown facts ; given a contem

porary statement , or one so nearly contemporary

as to anticipate the proof of the veridical nature

of the scry
, and the value of the record , so far as it

concerns the supernormal character of the experi

ence
,
i s not readily assai led ; for errors , if any,

are as

likely to be in one direction as the other . Incredu l ity

as to the fact of crystal gazing is synonymous w ith
inexperience and with that lack of open-m

’

indedness

which is characterised by a refusal to investigate .

Crystal gazing, I may say, for the benefit of blatant

sceptics
,
i s a recogn ised experiment even in orthodox

psychological laboratories .

An amusing
,
i f un important

,
objection i s that

* By veridical is meant that the scryer or ghost seer has ,
through his vis ion, obta ined information on points which do
not l ie w ithin h is normal sphere of knowledge— as , for ex

ample, the personal appearance of an actual ly unknown but

identifiable person.
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crystal gazing is of no u se,
the suggestion being

that it is, consequently, non-existent. The same

theory m igh t be applied to dra unS, but Mr Lang,
as usual, has a story to Show that crystal gaz ing

on occa sions , is useful. A friend of his declared

tha t if winners cou ld be spotted by it there wou ld

be some use in it ; his w i fe promptly spotted

the winners of two races and, we may imagine
,
the

husband became a convert on the spot. I hasten to
add that I do not recommend this practice as a

means of making money, nor does Mr Lang.

I forbear, however, to discuss the whole catalogue
of obj ections to the practice of crystal gaz ing or to
its reality, ranging from the belief that it is the
work of the devil to the ready-made theory that al l

crystal gazers are neurotic and hysterical . A crysta l

Vi sion is Simply a day-dream . The faculty of crystal

gazing is closely allied to that of visualising (or

calling up the image of the object of which one i s

thinking) , which is common ly found in young

children (hence their use as Scryers in mediaeval

times ) and in artists . Those who doubt the allied

faculty may be recommended to study Mr Francis

Calton
’s Inquiry into Human Faculty .



CHAPTER II

VISION AND VISIONS

Real things Unreal things or hallucinations

Au tomatisms— After images
— Mental pic

tures Illusions hypnagogiques I llus ions

proper— R eversible pictures

TH E subject of vision and its varieties has already

been dealt with in the volume on Thought Trans

ference
,
apropos of the experiments in crystal

gazing, but it will be necessary to consider the

questions in greater detail here, where we are deal

ing specifically with visual impressions, whether
real ” or otherwise . To the ordinary man who

does not concern himself with metaphysical sub

tleties the things he sees are real when other people

see them too
,
or when he himsel f can touch them or

in some other way check the accuracy of the infor
mation supplied him by the sense of sight . It is true
that we may suffer from hallucinations which affect
two senses ; as we shall see later it is possible for a

scryer (or crystal gazer ) to see the lips of his Vision

people move and at the same time hear what they
say ; he thus suff ers from both auditory and Visual

hallucinations .

9
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Again, the test that more than one person sees a

thing is apt to work out wrong in practice. Not

only may two people see the same crystal Vision

(a case related by Mr Lang is very much to the

point— two sceptics both saw an old lady, greatly

to the i r disgust ) , but we need go no further than

such a common failing as colour bl indness to see

that the test of common agreement may mean

common agreement in a m istaken view of things ;
for the perceptions of the colour blind are every
bit as real to them as those of the normal sighted

are to them ; and i f we adm i t that half-a-dozen

people are justified in regarding their perceptions
as unquestionably real because they agree among

themselves in their descriptions of what they see,
hal f- a—dozen colour-blind people would be equally

justified in regarding their sensations as normal

because they agree . Now it so happens that in

the case of colour blindness we can easily apply

the test of common agreement at any time, and are

thus in no doubt as to what is normal and real ,
”

but in the case of crystal visions, and stil l more o f

the hallucinations commonly called ghosts, we can

apply no such test . On the theory of common

agreement, therefore, ghosts and crystal visions

must be reckoned as real i f they pass the test of

common agreement among those who were present

and had an opportun ity of seeing them— a view

which does not commend itsel f. Fortunately in
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UNREAL TH INGS

This brings us to the definition of the term

hallucination , which has for most people unpleasant

associat ions of delirium tremens
,
hysteria

, and

diseased conditions . Let me assure them that

as a term of psychology it has no such evil associa

tions ; it may, of course, happen that the psycholo
gist has to deal with a person suff ering in the ways

described, and then he is bound to speak of their

perceptions as hallucinations . But in the ordinary

course of things there is no suggestion of disease in
the m ind of the psychologist when he speaks of
an hallucination ; all he means is that the person
aff ected, whom we call the percipient , saw or heard
or felt or smelt something just as i f there were some
external cause to produce this sensation

,
whatever

it was
, whereas , in fact, there was no external cause,

the sensation being either an automatism or due to

hypnotic suggestion .

The word automatism has an alarm ing look
,
but

all i t means is that what was seen or heard— o r,

to use a techn ical term ,
the percept— was due not

to any external cause, nor yet to any intention on

the part of the percipient ( to this class of percepts
we shall return in a moment ) , but, like Topsy, just
growed .

” There are two kinds of automatism s
called motor, or such as produce movement as in
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the case of the divining rod or automatic writ ing ;
and sensory

,
or such as cause our senses to deceive

us as when we are dozing in the morning and seem

to hear a knock— a very common experience with

people who like an extra ten m inutes before getting
up .

The most fam i l iar instance of an automatism is ,
however, a dream . A dream i s on ly rarely

, and

then probably on ly to a very small extent, due to

external causes ; it i s created by the activity of

certain portions of the brain
,
in which the so- called

higher centres seldom participate, with the result
that our dreams are usually the most muddled

performances imaginable
,
though it is only on re

flection that we realise this, just as it i s only on

reflection that we discover that hallucinations of
our waking moments are hallucinations and not

ordinary waking percepts . It w il l probably serve

to dispel any unpleasant taste still remaining after

the word hallucination i f we remark that the best
hallucinations, and almost the only pure type

,
are

dreams, which are so common as to be regarded

as absolutely normal in most people
,
though there

are others who never dream (or at any rate never

recall that they have dreamt ) and others again
,

among whom is mysel f, who dream perhaps not

more than a dozen times a year, but on these rare

occasions with great vividness .
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AFTER IMAGES

Between the ordinary sense perceptions of normal

persons and pure hallucinations
,
such as dreams,

which are absolutely individual in their character

( I leave out of the question telepathic dream s
,
as

involving needless elaboration of po ints which are

for our present purpose unimportant ) , there are

many intermediate stages, some of which are neither

ordinary sense perceptions nor yet hallucinations .
In the first place we have after images . Every

one is fam i l iar w ith the fact that after looking at
a bright light certain sensations persist , or rather

run through a series of changes
,
long a fter the

original object has ceased to stimulate the optic
nerve . I f one l ies on one ’s back on the deck of
a ship and looks at the rigging against the br ight

summer sky , and then closes one
’s eyes

,
the resulting

after images are remarkably viv id and enduring,
and the colours thus presented to us are often of
exceeding beauty . In my own case they endure

for fully two m inutes after I have closed my eyes ,
and represent

,
in the earl ier stages

,
the ropes of the

rigging
,
at which I have been looking ; then the

var ious lines gradually fuse together, until only a
mass of colour remains, which gradually fades away .

Sometimes our after images wi ll give us informa

tion which the original sensation has denied us .
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I f I walk up Tottenham Court Road in the evening,
and look at the bri ll iant electric l ights outside the

Oxford Music Hall
,
I fail to see the word Oxford

on the globe— the illum ination is excessive — but i f

I close my eyes ( turning them away usually fai ls
to produce the same eff ect ) I see quite distinctly

the word Oxford, or, at any rate
,
some of the letters

Come out in black on a white ground ; this after

image disappears without going through any series
of co lour changes, so far as I have been able to see

a result possibly due to the diff erence of condi
tions . For in the street it is difficult to lie down

and observe the changes without attracting some

attention , and possibly receiving an invitation to

accompany a gentleman in blue .
These after images may also be postponed, and

appear several hours after the original stimulations
of the optic nerve . Cases are on record where

people have looked at a candle just before closing
the eyes at night, and then seen the a fter image of
it for a moment immediately after opening the eyes
the following morning.

*

MENTAL PICTURES

As a rule
,
however, it is safe to say that mental

pictures
,
as they are termed, seen after such a long

interval are memory images, not direct results o f

* Proc. S.F .R . vi i i . 450.
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the stimulation of the retina . How , i t may be

asked, does a mental image diff er from hallucina

tion ! A hallucination
,
as we have seen, i s an

aff ection of the senses
,
which seems at first sight

to be caused by some external obj ect ; to use a

techn ical expression
,
i t is externalised ; i t seems

to be wholly outside us , whereas mental images and

some intermediate phenomena can be seen with

closed eyes, or are at any rate independent of the
external world, or take no place among the sur

roundings of the percipient
,
as is the case with

hallucinations proper.

Many people are able to recall in the form of a

memory image any well-known scene or even

scenes, which they have Visited but once and almost

forgotten (here we verge on the automatism

Others, among whom I am numbered, are unable, or

but very rarely able
,
to call up a picture, and their

pictu res are far less Vivid than the reality. This

faculty of picturing to one’s mind ’s eye is termed

visualising. Good visualisers are able not only to

recall scenes that have been present before their
eyes of the flesh, but to construct pictures of their
own, exactly as dreamers automatically construct

the scenery of their dreams.
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ILLUSIONS HYPNAGOGIQUES AND THEIR ALLIES

Another class of perceptions are called pseudo
hallucinations. They are un l ike the memory and

fancy images of which we have just been speaking

in being more steady, as well as in being spontane

ous ; they are, in fact, what are termed automatisms .

They diff er from the full-blown hallucination in

not form ing a part of the ordinary surroundings
of the seer. Thus

,
one lady describes such scenes

as being, as it were, enclosed in a sort of soap
bubble, which seemed to come sail ing into the room

on a beam of l ight . She was quite aware that

these visions were unreal
,
and could see them with

closed eyes equally well . They were not the result

of disease, for She states that they were vivid when

she was in good health , and vice versa.

The most common form of these pseudo-hallucina
tions is what is often termed “ faces in the dark ,

”

the technical term for which is hypnagogic illu
sions . Many sane and healthy people have, in the

interval between sleeping and waking, menta l images
of surprising vividness . Judging by the on ly occa

sion on which I have experienced anything of this

sort they are fully as distinct as objects seen in

the normal way under a bright light .

Faces are not the only objects , of course ; they

may be scenes, known or unknown, or, as in my own
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case
,
something fantastic ; what I saw was a long

procession of eyes— l ions’ eyes , crocodiles
’ eyes ,

snakes ’ eyes, all sorts of eyes — and that in a state

of perfect health
, so far as I could judge .

Often some connection may be traced between

these pictures and the thoughts of the percipient .

Thus , one percipient had been reading of Brynhilda,
and lay in bed thinking about her l i fe, when out

there came in the darkness a grand face— worth
anyone’s toil to transfer it to canvas— and so Vivid
that

,
years after

,
he could have depicted it i f he had

been an artist .” It may be noted in passing that
the artist seldom succeeds in transferring to canvas
with full satisfaction to himself the pictures which
he has seen in his m ind’s eye .

With the illusion hypnagogique we reach the

verge of the hallucination proper ; and it is, in fact, a
matter of no small difficulty to discrim inate between

some forms of them and the full-blown hallucina

tion. We are
, however, not concerned with these

questions here, the crystal visions being clearly of
the type of the soap-bubble Vision already mentioned .

We shall deal with them more in detail in the next
chapter .

ILLUSION

Up to the present we have been dealing either

with pictures entirely divorced from the objects of

the surrounding world or with those entirely de
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shadow on the wal l twice or three times the distance 06 , and

perhaps twelve feet high. There was a gas lamp in the lane

outs ide which shed a light through the lower twelve inches or

so o f the window, and the shadow was caused by the cur

ta in hanging bes ide the window. The sol itary bit of co lour
in the image— the red rope in the dress ing-gown— was imme
diately after identified as the twisted red mahogany handle of

the dress ing table, which was in the same line of vision as

part of the shadow.

”

Pro fessor Sorley remarks that this illusion has
no connection with the dream ,

which he also men

tio ns ; o therwise one would be tempted to regard
it as s imply a survival from the dream proj ected
into the surrounding portion of the external world .

O nce
,
on wak ing from a dream, in which an omn ibus

figured. with the words Baker Street to on

the side, in vexation at not being able to discover

whether i t was the one I wanted (my sublim inal had

no t been equal to the creation of a
’bus conductor

,

no r had it occurred to me to ask the driver ) , I

tho ught to mysel f : Bother that ’bus ; i f I look

Igain I may see i t somewhere else. So I opened

my eyes , and on the wall just before me the word
“ Waterloo ,

” in large letters
,
developed

,
and per

sisted for some ten seconds .

There is another class of illusions
,
which

,
how

ever, hardly concerns us here ( the bearing of illu

sions on crystal visions will be seen in the next

chapter ) . These are the fam i l iar experiences with

puzzle pictures, in which a face or figure has to be
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found and which, to myself, are usually introuvable;
or, in a more complex form ,

the reversible pictures,
of which many examples are now sold, such as the

duck- rabbit
,
or the pile of cubes . Having seen the

picture one way
,
i t is only by a considerable eff ort

that we are able to reverse it . Properly speaking,
these interchangeable eff ects can hardly be included

among i llusions
,
inasmuch as both eff ects are equally

real, and can be reproduced at will, which is not the

case with an illusion proper.



CHAPTER III

CRYSTAL VISIONS

Genesis of vis ion— [bu Kaldoun on crystal gazing
— Modern descriptions— Miss Angus

— Optical
laws of visions

TURN ING now to crystal Visions in particular, we

may, from a theoretical point of View, divide them

into two main classes, the line of demarcation be

tween which is the same as that between hallucina

tions and illusions, though in other respects the

two classes of crystal visions do not belong to either
of these categories , being, as we have already seen ,
pseudo-hallucinations

,
or objects apparently ex

ternal but not form ing in any real sense part of the

outside world . The class of crystal visions which
is on all- fours w ith pure hallucinations is that which
IS seen (and it may be noted that we use crystal

vision as a convenient general term for any vision

depending for its genesis on practices described in

Chapters V. and VI . ) in perfectly dark objects . A
friend of Mr Lang’s

,
for example, made his first

experiment by looking into a perfectly dark funnel,
covering up his head so as to exclude all sources of

il lum ination except internal ones. He soon found
23
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that the funnel filled with light, and then fancy

pictures followed. Singularly enough, this experi

menter does not recall a single dream , and, i f we may

assume that his non- recollection is a proof of non
existence, never does dream .

In other cases
,
and these approach illusions very

closely sometimes, the crystal picture originates in

the small specks of l ight or shade or colour which
are found in every crystal ( these are termed in

technical language points de repe
‘

re) or may, l ike an

il lusion proper
, be manufactured out of reflections

and shadows in the crystal ; but, once Initiated, seem

to be independent of them ,
and in this respect are,

of course
,
sharply distingu ished from i llusions of

the ordinary type .

In the case of good scryers the crystal picture

seems to develop instantaneously . Mr Lang records

the case of a girl who picked up the ball , and saw

in it a piece of paper covered With writing which

she took to be in the ball . Another actually turned

the ball round
,
expecting to see the picture on the

back .

In other cases the ball seems to fill with m ist, and

perhaps ends by disappearing ; or the m ist may

clear away
,
and the picture be seen, as it would be

i f a curtain were drawn away . On this point the

observations of Ibn Kaldoun are of interest :

Ceux qui regardent dans les corps diaphanes ,
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tels que les miroirs, les cuvettes remplies d
’eau et

les liquides ; ceux qui inspectent les coeurs, les foies
et les 03 des animaux ; ceux qui président par le j et

de cai lloux ou de noyaux, tous ces gens- laappartien

nent a la catégorie des devins . . Ils tachent
d

’

arriver au but en essayant de concentrer en un

seul sens toutes leurs perceptions. Comme la vue

est le sens le plus noble
,
i ls lui donnent la prefer

ence, fixant leurs regards sur un objet a superficie

un ie, i ls le considérent avec attention jusqu
’

a

cc qu
’

ils y apercoivent la chose qu
’

ils Veulen t an

noncer. Quelques personnes croient que l
’ image

apercue de cette man iere se dessine sur la surface

du m iroir ; mais ils se trompent. Le devin regarde

fix ement cette surface ju squ
’

a cc qu’elle disparaisse

et qu ’nn rideau
,
semblable a un brouillard s ’ inter

pose entre lui et lem iroir . Sur cc rideau se dessinent

les formes qu ’ i l desire apercevoir et cela lui permet
de donner des indications, soit affirmatives, soit

négatives
,
sur cc qu ’on désire savoir. Il raconte

alors les perceptions tels qu ’ i l les recoit. Les devins

pendant qu
’

ils sont dans cet état, n
’

apereoivent pas

cc qui se voit réellement ( dans le m i roir ) c
’est un

autre mode de perception qui nait chez eux et qui

s
’

opcre, non pas au moyen de la vue, mais de l
’

ame .

Il est vrai que, pour eux, les perceptions de l
’

ame

ressemblent a celles des sens au point de les tromper ;
fait qui, du reste, est bien connu . La meme chose

arrive a ceux qui exam inent les coeurs et les fo ies
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d
’

animaux [ou qui regardent dans l
’eau, dans

les cuvettes ou dans d ’

autres obj ets du meme

Nous avons vu quesques-uns de ces

individus entraver l’opération des sens par l
’

emploi

de simples fum igations puis se servir d ’

incantations

afin de donner a l ’ame la disposition requise

ensu ite ils racontent ce qu
’

ils ont apercu . Ces

formes
,
disent- ils

,
se montrent dans l ’air et repré

sentent des personnages elles leur apprennent
, au

moyen d
’

emblémes et de signes , les choses qu
’

ils

cherchent a savo ir . Les individus de cette classe

se détachent mo ins de l’ influence des sens que

ceux de la classe précédente. L
’

un ivers est plein de

merveilles .

'

l
'

On a later page the author remarks zi
Les gens qui se servent de parei lles procédés avec

l
’

intention de connaitre les secrets du monde in

visible no font et ne disent rien qui vaille.

Another scryer describes her experiences as
follows

I soon see a pale golden light
,
seem ingly un iting,

This passage appears to be a later addition.

1
' IBN KALDOUN, in Notices et Ex traits des MSS. de la Bibi.

Imp. xix . 221 . Ibn Kaldoun was born at Tun is in 1332 . He

was in the service of various sultans , and at the age of thirty
went to Spa in. He led a wander ing life, and wrote h is Prole
gomena, from which this extract is taken, about 1374, in an

Algerian town cal led Taoughzout.
i l bid . p . 240.
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frequenty cut with flashes of electr ic or magnetic

light. In the soft, pale, golden l ight there appears
a spot of deep yellow gold moving about , sometimes

in a circle . After watching it for some time it
resolves itself into something like an eye

,
with a

dark, deep blue pupil ; then with a ring of gold
around the eye centre ; then into a ring of l ighter

blue, resembling an eye . I first saw this obj ect two

or three weeks after purchasing the m i rror . The

first Object I saw at all was in the even ing
,
when

I was Sitting with back towards the bright lamp

light . I had sat about twenty m inutes
,
impatient

and discouraged at seeing nothing but a black

m irror, when sudden ly the appearance descr ibed

above showed itsl near the left-hand lower corner

of the disc
,
slowly passing upward two- thirds the

way towards the right- hand upper corner
,
when it

sudden ly disappeared . This has been repeated

several times with variations . Its size is that of a

silver dime.*

[R . goes on ] — I know cases where that identical

spot of golden l ight has resolved itself into an

ethereal lane
,
through which magn ificent supernal

realities have been seen . More than this
,
I have

known three persons at one time, in broad daylight ,
see the same thing— a magn ificent living picture

embodying the most splendid arabesque scenery .

According to Miss Angus the Vision sometimes

Randolph, Seership, p . 74.
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interest, and may be quoted here. She is a good

visual iser, and has no difficulty in call ing up a mental

picture ; but the Visions seen on looking into a

crystal or glass of water are, she says , in some

respects unl ike all other visual impressions . A

dim l ight is
,
in her case

,
most eff ectual ; but she has

seen the pictures in bright light too— never, how

ever , l ike Mr Lang
’s friend

,
in absolute darkness .

For Mrs Verrall the picture is built up from the
bright po ints in the crystal

,
but

,
once produced

,
the

picture has a reality which she cannot give to her

mental images . She has seldom been able to in

vestigate the effect of a magnifying-glass on her

Visions
,
as they always temporari ly disappeared .

In some cases
,
however

,
they remained unaffected,

and in one case a temporary en largement took place,
though this was not the normal effect of the lens .

I do not know whether Mrs Verrall is very suggest

ible
,
nor yet, i f she is, what her expectations were

in the case of enlargement. The phenomenon

suggests that optical laws had nothing to do with

the case .

*

Crystal visions are equally unaffected in other

cases by the use of optical instruments . A friend

of Mr Andrew Lang gets crystal pictures, but they

are unaffected by wearing spectacles . He, how

ever
,

saw his Visions more distinctly than real

* Proc. S.F .R . vi i i . 473. See also Proc. S.F .R . v i i i. 486,
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obj ects . In this connection it is of interest to note

that the pictures presented by m irage in the desert

are said to be rendered more distinct by the use of

a field- glass . The gentleman in question saw a.

face on one occasion , and on turn ing the glass saw

it in profile.

*

In some cases, however, experiments seem to show

that the use of magnifying4glasses and other optical

instruments may modify the crystal picture . A

well—known optician of Bond Street carried out a

series of experiments with Miss Goodrich-Freer

some years ago
, and arranged the conditions so that

she could not be aware of the normal effects of the

four lenses employed on real objects . Suggestion

was thus avoidedxl
' In all

,
eight experiments

were tried, and in five the pictures behaved like a

real Object. The lenses were fitted into four pairs

of eyeglasses, and their respective effects on real

objects at the given distance would have been

A to duplicate the Object vertically ; B to blur it ;
C no effect ; D to duplicate it horizontally . The

experimenter, Mr Dixey , handed the lenses person

ally to Miss Freer
,
and the experiments resulted

as follows

( 1 ) A gave distance.

(2 ) B picture disappeared, then became more

intense.

‘ Jl. S.F.R . vi i i . 222.

‘

l
'

Proc. S.F.R . x. 108.
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( 3 ) Picture disappeared .

In all these cases no such effect would have been

produced on real objects . In two cases, 6 and 7,

the result would have been attained in looking at

real objects i f the r ight eye alone had been used ;
they were

(6 ) A lowered part of the picture.

(7) D moved it to the right .

In the other cases the A
, C,

and D glasses had

their normal effect . How far this difference of

results between Mrs Verrall’s experiment, carried

out under the same conditions
,
and Miss Freer ’s

is attr ibutable to a difference in the type of their

hallucinations it is difficu lt to say : A priori, i t

m ight be expeoted that Mrs Verrall , who uses , and

knows that she uses , points de repere, would be the

one to find that her pictures behaved l ike real

Objects ; while Miss Goodr ich-Freer
,
whose pictures

are as spontaneous as Mrs Verrall’s and not pre

ceded by any mist or curtain in the crysta l , shou ld

find her Visions unaffected— un less
,
indeed

,
her

om ission to notice the influence of points de repere

does not mean that points de repere play no part, or

only a very small part
,
in the development of her

Visions . The po int 15 an interesting one, and i f

* Proc. S.F .R . vi. 485.
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any crystal gazer who reads these lines will try some

experiments and communicate them to me I shall

be very glad . Of special interest would it be to

know what happens in the case of those persons

whose Visions are preceded by the disappearance

of the crystal.



CHAPTER IV

THE SPECULUM , AND THE METHOD OF USING IT

Tritheim
’

s recipe— Paracelsus— Dr Dee— Magical

and religious recipes— Modern mys ter ies
— Ad

vice of practical scryers

IN the following chapters we shall see that a great
variety of Objects are used to promote the external

isation of sublim inal images . Not on ly is the plain

crystal, or its congener the black stone
,
used

,
to

gether with its first cousin the m irror, and the pr im i

tive substitute of water
,
but almost any bright object

seem s to have been employed at one time or another .

Thus we find the sword among the Romans ; and in

mediaeval Europe pol ished iron i s suggested in

Faust ’s H iillenswang ; lamp-black is sometimes

smeared on the hand, or, as we shall see later, a pool

o f ink poured into it ; Visions are seen in smoke and

flame, in black boxes, in jugs, and on white paper ;
in more than one place we find that diviners gaze

at the livers of slain animals to provoke hallucina

tions ; and a classical and mediaeval method, which

has lasted until our own day, consisted in blind

folding the seer, and suggesting to him that he

should scry in a mirror with the top of his head.

32
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In the idea of mediaeval scryers
,
however

,
the

selection of a specu lum was no l ight matter
, to be

undertaken without due preparation
,
as we shall

presently see in the quotations from the H (i llen

zwang.

For the preparation of the Speculum
,
shew- stone

,

symph, or triune there are many recipes . Here are

some of them :

The Abbot Tritheim says : Procure of a lapidary
a good, clear pellucid crystal of the bigness of a small

orange— i.e. about one inch and a half in diameter ;
let it be globular, or round each way al ike ; then ,

when you have got this crystal fair and clear, with

out any clouds or specks, get a small plate of fine

gold to encompass the crystal round one hal f ; let this
be fitted on an ivory or ebony pedestal . Let there be

engraved a circle round the crystal , with these char

acters around inside the circle next the crystal .

(See Plate I . ,
figu re Afterwards the name

Tetragrammaton . On the other side of the plate let
there be engraven : Michael

,
Gabriel , Uriel , Ra

phael ’
,
which are the four principal angels ruling

over the Sun,
Moon ,

Venus
, and Mercury . The

table on which the crystal stands must be inscribed as

shown in Plate I .
,
figure

Paracelsus recommends you to take ten parts of

pure gold
,
ten of silver , five of copper, two of tin,

two of lead, one of iron-filings , and five of mercury.

Trith. in Barrett, Magus, 135.
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Melt the lead and add the mercury when Saturn

and Mercury are in conjunction . Let it cool , and

reheat it when Jupiter is in conjunction with the
two already named, and add the tin . When one of

these planets is in conjunction with the Sun, the

Moon ,
or Venus

,
add the gold, silver, and copper .

Then at a conjunction with Mars add the powdered

iron . Stir with a dry witch-hazel .

Your m i rror shou ld have a diameter of two inches,
and shou ld be cast in sand at a conjunction of

Jupiter and Venus . Smooth it with a grindstone ,
and pol ish with tripoly and a piece of l imewood ,
when the planetary influences are favourable .

When the mirror is prepared keep it in a clean l inen

cloth
,
and you may see in it the past and the present ,

and all the doings of men , all that has ever been

spoken or written, and the person who said it, and his

reasons .

One account of Dr Dee’s speculum is that it was

a flat black stone of very close texture, with a highly

polished surface
,
half- an-inch in thickness

,
and seven

and a quarter in diameter ; of a circular form ,

except at the top, where there is a sort of loop, with

a hole for suspension .

* Horace Walpole put the

follow ing note on the back :

The black stone into which Dr Dee used to call

his spirits, v . his book . This stone was men

* N . and Q . iv. 155.
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broad square crystall or Ven ice Glasse
, in length

8, breadth 3 inches . Then lay that glasse or

crystall in the blond of a white henne 3 Wednes

dayes or 3 Fridayes. Then take it out and

wash it with holy aq . and fum igate it . Then take

3 Hazle sticks or wands of an year growth , peel

them fayre and white ; and make them so long as

you can write the spiritt
’

s name or fayrie
’

s which

you call, 3 times on every stick being made

flatt on one side . Then bu ry them under some Hill ,
whereas ye suppose the fayries haunt, the Wed . be

fore you call her, and the Friday following take them

uppe and call her at 8 or 3 or 10 O
’clock , when be

good planetts and houres for that time but when you

call turn thy face towards the East . And when you

have her bind her to that stone or glasse .

For myself I call Margaret Barence
,
but this will

obtain any one that is not already bound.

”

In other cases a religious element comes in .

Aubrey says of a crystal This beryl is a perfect

sphere
,
the diameter of which I guess to be some

thing more than an inch ; it is set in a ring or circle

of silver resembling the meridian of a globe ; the

stem of it is about ten inches high, all gilt . At the

four quarters of it are the names of four angels — viz .

Uriel
,
Raphael

,
Michael, Gabriel . On the top is a

cross patee.” (See Plate II . )
O f another he says : A beryl in the possession of

Sir Edward Harley, Knight of the Bath, which he
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keeps in his closet at Brampton-Bryan , in Hereford

shire
,
amongst his Cimelia, came first from Norfolk .

A m in ister had it there, and a call was to be used

with it . Afterwards a m iller had it, and both did
work great cures with it ( i f curable ) , and in the beryl
they did see either the receipt in writing or else the

herb . To this m in ister the spirits or angels would

appear open ly ; and because the miller, who was his

fam i liar fr iend, one day happened to see them he

gave him the aforesaid beryl and call . By these

angels the min ister was forewarned of death .

Afterwards this beryl came into somebody ’s hand
in London

, who did tell strange things by it, inso

much that at last he was questioned for it, and it

was taken away by authority [about

Modern spiritualists or mystics have precepts for

the use of crystals .

A modern author says the m irror must be an

oblate Spheroid with two foci
,
so that the magical

fluids Sl ide along the surface from one to other . It

must be concave, otherwise the fluid would bound

off or collect underneath . It must be made of a thin

film of gold ; then a compound of fifteen bodies
,

associated with phthallic acid and paranaphthalene

( these are elective and electric ) , and so on ! I will

not infl ict a full description on my readers .

These are dear,
” says the author . A cheap

Aubrey, Mis cellanies , iv. 219.

i
' Randolph, Scership, p. 55.
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substitute is the following — Mould a lump of clay
s lightly convex . Dry , bake it hard, and smooth

its surface ; then press pasteboard till all is smooth

and even . Now make a concave one to match ; sheet

of fine plate—glass between ; bake til l it shapes itself.

Make two alike ; between these two cemented pour

black ink ti ll full ; seal the aperture.
”

The same fanci ful author says there are three

sorts of crystals :

( 1 ) Mule or neu ter : this is small.

( 2 ) Well- sexed or female : the foci are true ; it
is very sensitive.

Abdul Aziz had one of a diamond ( value

on the back of his watch. Maha

rajah Dhuleep Singh had a diamond , a ruby,
and an emerald.

( 3 ) Male m irror : the foci four inches apart .

The m irror is on ly to be handled by its owner ,
or the magnetisms will be mixed ; others may look
at it in a box .

Clean it with soapsuds
,
r inse well, wash w ith

alcohol or fluoric acid, and po lish w ith velvet .

It must be frequen tly magnetised— make passes

w ith the right hand, five at a time. This keeps

it alive. If you make them with the left hand it

gives it sens itiveness .

Randolph, Seership, p . 87.
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Have your back to the light always .

The top must lean from the scryer.

When several look it must be suspended .

You will see clouds first— they are really on the

magnetic field
,

” which collects from the eyes of

the scryer. Persons of a magnetic temperament

brunette, dark- eyed
,
brown- Skinned— charge it

quicker, but not more eff ectually, than blondes, who

are of an electric temperament .

Never expose the m irror to direct sunl ight . The

Visions seen in the left hand are real ; those in the

right hand are symbolic . Ascending clouds mean

Yes ; descending clouds mean N0 .

Those who like to carry out Mr Randolph ’s

directions will give themselves a good deal of

trouble to no purpose . The on ly useful suggestion

which he makes is that the back Should be to the

light— a condition on which most crystal gazers of

my
‘ acquaintance insist . On the other hand

,
I have

heard of a scryer who looked at a candle flame

through an egg- shaped crystal, and got equally

good results .

Mr Lang makes the following suggestions

It is best to go alone into a room , sit down with

the back to the light, place the ball on the lap , at

a just focus , on a dark dress or dark piece of cloth ;
try to exclude reflections , think of anything you

please
,
and stare for

,
say , five m inutes at the ball .

I f after two or three trials you see nothing in the
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ball (which may seem to vanish, leaving on ly the

pictures ) you will probably never succeed .

I f the experience of the Indian Mussulman goes
for anything

,
I rather suspect Mr Lang has cut his

period of probation rather short . As we have seen

in the Qanoon-e- Islam
,
they recommend the scryer

to go on for three quarters of an hour or more .

Again
,
two or three trials are certainly too few .

Even in the case of a specially-gi fted scryer the
power is often absent for weeks at a time, just as
in other cases dreams sometimes come in shoals, and

then fail to put in an appearance , or at any rate to

leave any impression on the waking consciousness ,
for months at a time. I have

,
personally, never seen

anything
,
so my own advice does not go for much ;

but I suspect Mr Lang is in the same case . I should

try
,
i f I did not already know that I am no scryer, for

ten m inutes or more ; in fact, ti ll the eyes got tired .

I Should make two or three trials at a time, in the

a fternoon or early evening by preference
,
at inter

vals of ten days or a fortnight
,
and only a fter several

sets should I give up the attempt.

Miss Goodrich-Freer’s experience may be of value

to good visualisers . I, therefore, give her sugges

tions here

Look carefully at some part of the room in front

of you, avoiding anything l ikely to be reflected in

the ball . Shut your eyes
, and try to visualise it ;
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then try if you can see it in the crystal . If you have

any gi ft of Visualisation at all this ought to be
acquired with ease after half- a- dozen experiments .

When you can do this you may go on to visual ise,
with closed eyes

,
some scene that you have lately

witnessed— and this, too, can be transferred to the

crystal. It is well to begin with simple subjects, and

increase their complexity pari passu with the growth

of your powers . Begin , say, with a chair— the only

thing that I have ever been able to visual ise at will ,
so far as my memory serves me ; then take more com

plex objects ; then try a simple scene, with one person

and a background
, and so on.



CHAPTER V

H ISTOR ICAL

Savage scryers
— Crys tal gazing in initiation cere

mon ies— Crys tal gazing in India, China, Pers ia

The m irror of Pythagoras

ALL the world over man seems to have discovered

that pictures or Visions can be seen in a speculum

or some clear depth
,
and naturally uses it

,
as is the

case with no smal l section of society in our own day,

for the purpose of discovering the future
,
or trying

to do so
,
or of finding out what is going on at a

distance . With their success or otherwise we are

not concerned in this chapter
,
which is simply an

account of the various methods in vogue . A corre

spondent of Mr Andrew Lang
’s states that in West

Australia the boylya or medicine man puts himsel f

into the crystal to descry the results of a distant
expedition . It is probably a common practice ; for
the crystal is a valuable part of the medicine man ’s

equipment all over Australia, so much so that

women are not allowed to look at it ; he uses it

for rain-making and
,
in the state of fragments

,
for

curing diseases . In West Australia the scryer,
apparently, sometimes uses the flame of the burial

42
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When a badger was killed it was kept by the older

people till night, and then skinned . The blood was

poured into a bowl, and the children had to look at

themselves in it by moonlight. I f they saw them

selves with grey hair it meant long li fe ; i f the
picture was dark and indistinct the child would die

of sickness ; i f no picture were seen at all the child

would live, and be killed by the enemy .

* The

account is not very clear
,
but seems obviously to

relate to viscous and not ordinary reflections .

Among the Iroquois the crystal was placed in a

gourd of water to render visible the apparition of a

person who has bewitched another, exactly as they

do in the Hebrides to this day !
In Yucatan the main instrument of the diviner

is the zaztun ( the clear stone ) , a quartz crystal or

simi lar object, before which he burns gum copal as

an incense
,
and recites magic formulas in an archaic

dialect . This done
,
the stone has the power of re

flecting the past and the future . The soothsayer

gazes into its clear depths
,
and sees where lost articles

are reposing, learns what is happen ing to the absent,
and by whose witchery sickness and di saster have

descended upon those who have called h im in to

their aid . It is said that nearly every vil lage in

Yucatan has one of these stones .

In Mexico crystal gazing seems to have been

Mem. Am. Folklore, S. v i i i . 351 .

1
' Brinton, Essays, p. 165.
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known
,

* and in Peru one of the Incas is said to have

discovered crystal gazing.

In Sarawak the manang or shaman uses Batu i lan

or Batu enggan meda samengat, quartz crystals

( specimens are to be seen in the Pitt Rivers

Museum ,
Oxford ) , to view the condition of his

patient ’s soul
,
which may be seen in the sight

stone m ingled with the souls of the well , or separ

ated from them
,
the latter condition being the most

serious . After finding the soul in the stone of

l ight the manang goes into a trance ; when he

wakes he has the soul of the sick man in his hand .

in the shape of a bit of wood
,
or, it may be, a smal l

beetle— thus going one better than Scheffer ’s Finn ish

shaman
,
who only brought back inanimate tokens

from the foreign lands he visited !
Sir Frank Swettenham found an Arab in the

Malay Pen insula whose methods seem to be much

the same as those of the Egyptian magicians and

Indian Mohammedans . Having lost some property ,
he was advised by several Malay friends to go to a

diviner. He had not much faith in the method , but .

being a man of open m ind , who recogn ises that

phenomena may be seen, especially in the East ,
which are not explained by modern text-books on

natural philosophy , he made the trial .

‘Arch iv. f. Anth .
,
N .S. i i . 45.

TI . Anth. Ins t. xxxii i ; cf. Ling Roth, Natives of Sarawak ,

i . 273 ct seq.
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The first diviner was an Arab of very remark
able appearance . He was about fifty years old,
tall, with pleasant features and extraordinary grey
blue eyes, clear and far- seeing, a man of striking and
impressive personality . He said he would be

able to tell me all about the robbery, who com

ni itted It
,
where the stolen property then was, and

that all he would want was an empty house wherein

he m ight fast in sol itude for three days, without
which preparation , he said, he would not be able to

see what he sought . He told me that, after his
v igi l , fast, and prayer, he would lay on his hand a
small piece of paper on which there would be some

writing ; into this he would pour a little water, and

in this extemporised m irror he would see a vision

of the who le transaction . He declared that, after

gazing intently into this divin ing-glass
,
the inquirer

first recogn ised the figure of a little old man . Then ,

having duly saluted this jin,
it was necessary to

ask him to conjure up the scene of the robbery ,
when all the details would be re—enacted in the

liquid glass under the eyes of the gazer
,
who

would there and then describe all he saw . I

had heard all this before, on ly it had been stated

to me that the medium through whose eyes

the v ision could alone be seen must be a young

child of such tender years that it could never

have told a l ie ! The Arab, however, professed

him self not only able to conjure up the scene,
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but to let me see it for myself i f I would follow
his

Un fortunately
,
Sir Frank was travell ing when he

met this diviner, and they never met again . A

local chief professed to have the power ; but his

medium apparently become cataleptic as soon as

the vision began to develop
,
and was not restored

for two hours . After that all the mothers of
tender-aged and possibly truthful children

,

” says

Sir Frank, declined to lend their children .

” The

chief was not at the end of his resources , and a trial
with a divining-bowl, which moved in the hands of

the holder when a piece of paper containing the

name of the thief was placed on the top
,
was com

pletely successful . Mr Skeat j
' informs me that

more than one other method of gazing is in use

among the Malays . I have mentioned that in

Australia the smoke and flame of the burial fire

seem to be used for divination In Malacca they use

the flame of a candle for gazmg, and profess to see

visions in it . Un fortunately
,
I have no details as to

the procedure or results .

Another method is to chew betel
, and use the

coloured saliva
,
in a metal cup or other vessel , as a

speculum .

In Japan black boxes are said to be used , I and

Skeat, Malay Magic, 538.

1
' MS. note.

tMS. note.
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in Siberia and East Russia the shamans look into

the vessel .*

In the notes to the 1888 edition of the Chinese

crim inal code we find the follow ing details as to
crystal gaz ing in China — It i s known as Y iian

kuang- fuchou
,
the magic of the round glittering,

and was practised by a certain Sun-yuang- Sheng.

When anything was lost he used to hang up a piece

o f white paper
,
and utter a spell , having at the same

time a strip of paper with magic formulae. Then

he made a boy look at the paper, and he, without any
picture on the paper before him

,
described the face

and clothes of the thief . The magician
,
in accord

ance with the law against imposture, was punished

for using spells . The Yiian-kuang- fuchou is very
common in Pekin

,
and the authorities take no steps

to hinder the traffic. A story is told of a European
who lost a valuable photographic lens, and recovered

it by the aid of a medium,
he himself being the

scryer. Possibly a shrewd suspicion of the thief,
and his identity— he was an official well known to the

scryer— helped the development of the hallucination .

Other methods of discovering the thief are the

more fam i l iar ones of the bowl of clean water, and

the m irrors!
The Indian Mohammedans i use Viewing of

nujun ( lamp-black ) or the magic mirror.
”

‘Mitt., Ges . 0s t. Asiens , vi. 28.

1
'

Cf. Du Halde, Description i i i. 22.

ItQanoon-e-Is lam, 254.
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For the purpose of ascertain ing where stolen

goods are concealed
,
or the condition of the sick

who are possessed by the devil
,
or where treasure

has been buried
,
they apply unjun to the palms

of the hand of a child or an adult, and desire him to

stare well at i t . This is practised, i t is said, by

Yogis and Sunnecasses .

Unjuns are of five kinds— viz . ( I ) Urth unjun,

used for discovering stolen property ; ( 2 ) Bhoot un

jun, for ascertain ing what regards evil spir its, devils ,
and the condition of the sick ; 3 ) Dukuna unjun,

for finding out where treasure is concealed ; (4)
Sinwa unjun,

for all purposes ; ( 5) Alope unjun,

which is appl ied to the eyes or forehead of a person ,

renders him invisible to others while they remain

v isible to him .

”

For 1 and 2 take the root of achyranthes aspera

Linn . and white abrus precatorins , or else of trian

tlienia decandraW
'

i l ld . Triturate it well with water,
rub it on the inside of a new earthen pot, and place

it inverted over a lamp lighted w ith castor oil ,
and collect the lamp-black . The latter is then

m ixed with oil, and appl ied to the hand of a footl ing

child, who can then describe what is required .

For 3 a piece of white cloth soaked in the blood

of a cat, a king- crow , or an owl was required . In

it were to be rolled their eyes , liver and gall blad

der, and the whole was to be used as the w ick of

a castor-oil lamp, and the lamp-black used as be
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fore . For 4 a handful of seed of dolichos lablab
tar is required

,
which must be reduced to char

coal in a new earthen pot
,
and well m ixed with

Castor oil . After three quarters of an hour or so

he will say : First
,
I observe the furosh ( sweeper )

coming ; be swept the ground, and departed. Then

came the water- carrier ; he sprinkled water on the

floor
,
and departed . Then the furosh reappeared,

and spread the carpet . Next came a whole array

o f fai ries, gen ii , demons , etc. ; and then their
‘

com

mander seated on a throne .” To this commander

must be put the question or questions to which

answers are needed .

Any one can try this method . For the others a

child born foot foremost, with cats
’

( i.e. grey, ac

cording to the work quoted ) eyes, and a first-born

who has not been bitten by a dog and has no large

scar of a burn upon him .

Another way of divin ing is by the viewing of

hazirat or the charm-wick . For this method certain

charm-wicks, called puleeta, must be used . A new

earthen pot must be taken, and an earthen cover,
well washed, with a few patches of sandalwood

embrocation . Wreaths of flowers must be tied

round its neck and all sorts of fruit and sweetmeats

put near it
,
and

, further, pastilles must be burnt

near it . The cover may then be put on the pot, and

some sweet oil into the lid ; then l ight the puleeta,
and read some established spell over it in Arabic.
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mon ies, write on the chi ld
’s forehead : We have

removed the veil f rom thee
,
and thy sight is become

new this day . Come
,
genius

, Jaffier, son of Tyar.
”

Another incantation is In the name of God,
merci ful and compassionate Ushteetun , Shuteetun,

Kubooshin , Shaleesha, Sheeshin, Qoorbutashin,

Murmoonin
,
Mymoonin .

According to a statement by Colonel A . T . Fraser,
the whole o f the Hindu methods are termed Unjamu .

One way of inducing the visions is to put a spot of
a pitchy substance

, made up with castor oil, on a

green leaf, and stick it against the wall .*

In Africa crystal gazing seems to be common .

Mr Lang cites a case from Madagascar where a

woman is alleged to have seen a French vessel on

its way thither, and to have recognised its occupants,
weeks before the ship was in sight of land . The

Africans of Fez used a vessel of water
,
and we shall

see

o

that at the present day a pool of ink is in use

in Egypt . The most singular account of crystal

or rather m i rror gaz ing comes from the Nkomis of

the neighbourhood of Cap Lopez, who are remark

able for practising a species of blood bond between

a man and an animal, i f my authority can be

trusted !
In this tribe the initiant, as a rule, goes far away

from his Vi llage for the ceremony, and, l ike all savage

* I I. S.F .R . iv. 149.

1
' Buléon, Sous le ciel d

’

Afrique, 88 et seq.
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youth undergo ing the ceremony
,
he has to under

go a fast as one of the essential features . A fast,
it may be noted, is one of the important points in

the initiation ceremony of the Red Indians, and in

their case the end of it is that some bird or beast

(hallucinatory ) appears to the boy, and this becomes

his medicine, or tutelary deity . In many cases

he has to ki ll it
, and carry about in his medicine bag

a claw , a feather, or some part of it, which he must
never lose , on pain of losing his medicine .

Among the Nkom is the ordeal is more severe .

The in itiant is confined in a hut, at one end of which

is a rude image o f wood . Beneath the statue is

deposited a packet contain ing the bones of someone

long dead
,
and in front a looking-glass . The in itiant

i s brought up to this m irror
,
and asked to describe

what he sees , and as long as he repl ies Nothing

his initiation is incomplete . When he answers that

he sees the face of a man he is taken aside, and

asked to describe him , and i f he succeeds in describ

ing the dead man whose bones are in the bundle he is

at liberty to proceed to the next step— the meeting

with an an imal in the forest, and the transfusion o f

blood
,
which is necessary to seal the blood bond .

Sometimes, however, a ceremony intervenes between

the scrying and the blood bond which recalls the

Red Indian custom . The in itiator calls upon the

initiant to bring the Skull or some of the bones o f

one of his relatives, the flesh of which is then cooked
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and consumed
,
while the initiant receives the bones

as a talisman . According to the author whom I

quote, and whose death, unfortunately, prevented

me from ascertaining further detai ls, there is no

possibil ity of fraud in the scrying part of the cere

mony. The initiant has never seen the person whose

bones lie beneath the statue, and yet his description

is unm i stakable . One may suspect, however, that a

hint may be purchased from the initiator, just as

steps in the secret societies
,
of which the ceremon ies

described are
,
perhaps, part of the ritual, are habit

ually purchased in Africa, Melanesia, and other parts

of the world .

If we could rely on the good faith of the initiator

the case would, of course, be of much interest . There

are narratives
,
some of which I have at first hand

from persons immediately concerned with the pro

ceeding, of ghosts having been laid by the simple

process of burying their bones, the presence of which,
immured in some old convent wall or other inac

cessible and invisible hiding-place, could only be

inferred from the presence of the ghost . Perhaps

suggestion may explain the result . In other cases

the removal of a skeleton from a house has l ikewise

resulted in laying the ghost
,
though in this latter

case we may discount the result, which may also be

attributed to suggestion . Of course, the suggestion

theory fai ls in the first case to explain the presence

of the ghost
, and in the second case has to call in
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whereupon the emperor marched troops against

them , and exterminated them .

*

On the Gold Coast at the present day the magician
looks for the cause of a disease in a vessel of waters!
On the Congo, when Maloango dies, the Mamboma

of Loango calls together all the other Mambomas

to elect a king in the stead of the dead Maloango .

If they come to an agreement, well and good . If

not, they go to the sacred grove of Mpuku Nyambi ,
the nephew of Bunzi ( a mythological character ) ,
and there consult his nganga or priest

,
whose head

dress is made of parrot feathers and small mirrors .

The nganga, on being consulted, removes his head

dress, gazes into a mirror, and sees in it the face of

the Maloango elect . In Europe there might be some

suspicion of backstairs influence if such a method

were adopted. Is the negro more credulous or more

honest !

When there is a drought upon the land the King of

Congo goes to the same sacred grove to ask the

reason . The nganga looks at his mirror, and is then

able to say i f it is god palaver ( i .e. due to the

caprice of their god ) , or if man has occasioned it by

his m isdeeds i
Another Arab author says that in a mirror angels

and archangels will appear, from whom one can

"‘Notices des MSS. x i i . 484.

1Mag. fur die neues te Geschichte, 1856, 138.

1: MS. note from R . E . Dennett.
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obtain all that one desires . On the side of the m irror

must be written the names Gabriel, Michael ,
Azrael , Asrafel , with some words of the Koran

which, being translated, mean His word is true and

his is the power.” Incense must be burnt, and

a fast of seven days undergone
,
and then someone

must hold the m irror
,
or one may hold it oneself .

After the recitation of certain prayers the angel will
appear .*

A Persian novel
,
called The Springt ime of

Knowledge,
”
mentions a m irror which was covered

with ink when anyone desired to see anything.

Various Persian authors relate
,
quite seriously,

that Gemschid and his successors possessed a cup

or rather a globe or m irror
,
in which could be seen

the whole universes!
According to Mustadha , the Pharaohs had a

sim i lar instrument, in which they discovered the

state of distant provinces
, and were able to provide

against fam i li es . It was said to have been made

by the order of Saurid, the son of Sahaloc, and was

set in a high turret of brass in the midst of ancient

Masre, which is Emsos . 3:

Alexander is said . to have put a m i rror on the

lighthouse of Alexandria in which objects cou ld be

perceived even at a distance of several days ’ journey

MSS. Arabes de la Bibi. da roi, 1203, fol. 226.

TBonomi, p . 266 ; see also Vera H istor ia, i . 26.

I Mustadha ibn al Khafi f, Egyptian His tory, p . 26.
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Aristotle was said to have made it. On the subject
of this m irror Norden says that Arab authors stated

its circum ference to be 3 ft . 9 in . ; some said it was
of crystal, others of polished Chinese steel or an
alloy of diff erent metals .*

In the same way the Co lossus of Rhodes was said

to have a m irror round its neck by which they could

see ships on their way to Syria and Egyptxj
' Her

cules was said to have founded Corunna and placed

there a tower and a m irror by which the most dis

tant ships could be seen . :l:

In Mexico the god Tezcatlipoca was believed to
see in his golden m irror, itlachia ( the looker-on or

viewer ) , all the do ings of the world .§
In Europe Merlin ’s m irror showed friends and

foes
,
whether near or far ; and Cambuscan

’s showed

whether love were returned, what trouble was in

store for the scryer, and whether a person were

friend or foe. In the Gesta Romanorum is the story

of a kn ight who went to Palestine, and was shown

by an Eastern magician what was go ing on at

home.

Joseph ’s divining cup, too, must be mentioned,
though it by no means follows that he used it for

crystal gazing. The appearance of the l iquid, or

Norden
,
Voyage d

’

Egypte, Paris, 1795, i i i . 163 ; Jean Leon,

Desc. de l
’

Afri que, Anvers , 1556, fol. 358.

TBouchet, G. Série xix. pp . 171, 172.

1: L. Nonnius , Hispania, p. 196.

§ Bancroft, i i i . 238.
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suggestion is right this View
,
l ike so many other

savage theories, rests on a m isinterpreted ground
work of fact.

More explicit on the question of gazing into water

is the Bavarian belief,* which asserts that if one

l ies in the grave for three hours
,
or i f a child gazes

long into a glass of water die Bermetei
' kOmt aus

dem Haus
’

l
,

” the soul quits its abode.

The emphasis here laid on the fact that a child

i s more subj ect to the disaster makes it clear that

the foundation of the belief in crystal gazing is

hypnotism for it is a well-known fact that children

are more readi ly hypnotised than adults , and, as

mediaeval records Show, the superiority of the juv

enile scryer has long been recognised .

A cognate subj ect is the practice of covering up

mirrors after a death . Some of Dr Frazer’s ex

amples are explicit in assigning as the cause his

fear that the soul of the l iving, proj ected into the

glass
, may be carried off by the dead . But it is

by no means improbable that in part the belief rests

on the facts of crystal gazing.

In the census of hallucinations the examples are

fairly numerous in which the apparition , coinci

dental or otherwise, has been seen in oa m irror or

other bright object. When we consider that for

Panzer, Beitrag, i i . 195. In the New Hebr ides they say

that if you look into water a snake wil l come and seize your
tongue . (R . Geog. Soc. Viet. x .

T Gebiirmutter, proper ly uterus, but here soul.
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the Eskimo , the Red Indian, and others the appari

tion of a Spirit is equivalent to giving the seer power

over that spirit, another explanation of the practice

of covering up m irrors suggests itself . The Indian

youth at initiation is able, by the magic power of

his fast, to summon the spirit of the animal which

is afterwards his medicine .

” The savage all the

world over avoids mentioning the name of the dead,
for by the magic power of the name, which some

savages carefully conceal, the dead man may be

summoned . Every well-brought-up child knows

that to mention a bogie is to run a great risk of

bringing the bogie to the spot ; and the Papuans
hold the same View, as a story in the Report of

the Cambridge Anthropological Expedition
'

shows
,

where a party of New Guinea youths and maidens,
after playing hockey

,
Ladies v . Gentlemen, on the

beach
,
return home

,
and one luckless maid, finding

that her mother has cooked the second-best fish for

her adm irer, who goes back with her to tea, sits

down and weeps, and will not be com forted . In

an ill- advised moment someone mentions a bogie,
apropos of a heartless practica l joke of the village

lads
,
who are im itating outside the traditional bogie

noises
,
and in less than no time the bogie is on the

spot, and carries off the tearful maiden .

Thus the fear of summoning spirits and monsters,
and the belief in the possibil ity of compelling them .

is a very common one. All the world over man
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has d iscovered that he can see Visions in a clear ,
deep, or bright obj ect. It seems possible that the

practice of covering up a mirror was due to the fear

of summon ing the dead
,
though the dread of losing

the souls of the living may have contributed its

quotum to making the custom popular.
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doubt as to whether we have to do with crystal or

m irror gazing, or rather with some other form of

divination . The manner of divin ing was this : A

m irror was lowered into the fountain by a small

cord until the lower edge just touched the water

but was not covered by it . Prayers and incense were

then off ered to the goddess, and recourse was had to

the m irror, from whose reflections and images they

drew conclusions as to the patient ’s chances .*

According to Augustine
,
Varro says that Numa

practised hydromancy, and saw in the water the

images of the gods or rather sports of demons,
from which he learnt what rites to perform . Un less

an older authority is quoted this evidence is, of

course
,
as valueless as the remark of a later com

mentator that the myth of Numa ’s ‘

marriage with

Egeria clearly referred to this practice, for she was

a nymph of the fountains, and consequently a fit

mate for one who divined by means of watersj
'

Diogenes tells us in the li fe of Isidorus that a

woman had a marvellous gi ft of inspiration, for by

filling a vessel with water she was able to see all

future things
, and prophesied from her vision what

should come to pass, and the truth of these prOph

ecies was known to the writer himself .

In another story related by Varro we hear of a

* Pausanias, VII . xxi. 12.

tDe Civ. Dei.
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child who was consulted as to the war with Mithri

dates .* Spartianus tells of a prophecy given by

a child, whose eyes were bandaged, and who was,
nevertheless, able to scry in a mirror by means of

the top of his head, just as some of the early hypno
tists record cases of transferred sensation . The only

thing that one does not understand is why it was

necessary to have a m irror i f the picture were hal

lucinatoryxj
'

Andronicus Comnenus had recourse to a hydro

mantic diviner to discover his successor, whom he

intended to dispose of by violent means at the first

opportunity . The water, as is sometimes the case

with the crystal in the hands of present-day scryers,
gave such messages as were vouchsafed mirrorw ise
— in other words

,
the letters S I

,
which formed the

whole of the first answer, and were interpreted to

mean Isaac Angelus, appeared in reverse order. The

prediction was verified ; but perhaps the scryer

had a shrewd suspicion as to the probable course

Apuleius, Apol, 41 .

1
“ Spartian. Did. I at. Vi i . At Segarme, in Brie, a poor labour

er, from whom had been stolen six hundred francs. consulted a
diviner, whose fee was twelve francs . Three handkerchiefs
were put on his eyes— black, white, and blue— and the diviner
told him to describe what he saw. The peasant descr ibed a

man w ith a blue blouse, broad-brimmed hat, and grey trousers,
and was directed to take an ox

’

s heart and st ick s ixty nai ls in
it, and bo i l it in a new pot with a toad and a leaf of sorrel.
Three days later the thief should have been dead, or bewitched,
or have brought back the money.

— Plancy i . 237.

E
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of events, for Comnenus was by no means popu
lar .*

Apropos of the story from Spartianus narrated

above, Casaubon tells a story of a Latin Christian

who was mortified by the too frequent successes of

the opposite faction in the games . With the aid

of Hilarion, a monk of exceptional p iety, he dis

covered that the horses and chariots , which he saw

in the water
,
were under a spell . Hilarion having

dissipated this with the sign of the cross
,
his client

went on hi s way rejoicing ; but whether the remedy

was successful we do not knowxj
'

About 450 A .D. we find that a synod convened

by St Patr ick and St Aux entius condemned Chris

tians who believed there was a lam ia or witch in
the m irrors}: In the ninth century Hineman speaks

of hydromancy in which images of demons are seen
and their replies heard .§ Three hundred years later

John of Salisbury tells us that those who looked in

cups or basons, or at m irrors or bright swords, were

called speculari i ; and he gives a list of procedures

against them .”
About the same time Thomas Aquinas assures

us that the peculiar gift of seeing visions, to which

there are many allusions, was not a result of their

Nicetas, A .C. i i . 19.

‘

l
'

Casaubon Spar tianum, Vi i . 250.

i Ducange, s .v. Specularii.

§De Divortio H lotarii in Migne, 125, 718.

IIJohn of Sal isbury, Polye. I . xi i .
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Caspar, and with the help of this evil Spirit can Show

the issue of future events .”

Girolamo Cardano ( 150 1 - 1573 ) mentions that he

tried an experiment with his son, John the Baptist,
then nine years of age : smearing his palm with oil

and soot
,
or lamp-black

,
he exposed it to the rays

o f the sun, and on being asked the boy asserted

that he saw Visions
,
as

,
indeed

,
he did

,
in all prob

ability ; the father, however, Saw nothing, and re

mained a doubting Thomas . A few pages later he

mentions capnomancy
,
a species of divination usually

unconnected with crystal visions , but understood by

our author to mean the discern ing of figures and

images in the smoke by virgins and matrons .*

Girolamo Cardano describes elsewhere 1
" some

other experiments which he witnessed. A bottle

filled with holy water was placed on a table covered

with a white cloth, in the sun ; two olive leaves

were crossed over its mouth, and three wax candles
were l ighted. During certain fum igations a prayer

to St Helena was off ered, and soon the adepts saw

forms in the water— a bald-headed man, and a

man dressed in scarlet . Cardano himself saw

nothing.

* De Sapientia 268, 271 .

It may be mentioned that Cardano and Peucer speak of

so-called physical phenomena in connection with water
gazing. I f the “

gastromant
” covers h is dead with a white cloth

and says certa in spells the water wil l bo il up and disappear.

1
' De Var.
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Pencer speaks of lecanomancie— divination by

basins .* Gold and si lver plate and precious stones
,

marked with certain characters
,
were put in

,
and a

spirit called and questioned. It made itself heard

by a thin voice ! Comme umsifflet sortant de l’eau,
laquelle reSpondoit a la demande.

Of gastromancy he says “ En ceste- ci (qu
’on

pourroit exposer diuination par le fond, asauoir

d
’

un verre ou autre chose transparente
, le mot de

ventre se prenant ic i par figure pour chose creuse ) ,
le malin esprit reSpondit par peintures et repré

sentations. On diSposoit des vaisseaux de verre,
fa i ts en forme ronde et remplis d ’eau clére, alentour

desquels estoyent bien des cierges allumez . Puis
,

ayant inuoqué l
’

esprit par um secret barbottement,
l ’on auoit un petit garcon vierge ou un femme

enceinte qui considéroit le verre attentivement,
regardant tout autour

, prioit, commandoit, et

faisoit instance pour avoir response, lesquelles en

fin le diable donnoit par des images empraintes

dedans l ’eau , qui se monstroyent par l
’

artifice du

diable, au travers les verres clairs et luisants . Ceste

facon de deu iner a l
’aide des en fants vierges

,
qui a

esté fort usitée anciennement et est encores ani

ourdhui pratiquée entre des peuples profanes
,
a esté

desirée et requise par l ’esprit imnionde et malin, non

qu
’

i l aime la chasteté, ains pour preparer et dis

poser d
'

heure it son service et polluer ainsi de leur

I"Peucer, Les Devins p. 22 1.
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bas aage les ames chastes et innocen tes
,
brief pou r

attirer et enueloper en ses filez ceux qui a cause de

leur simplesse ne se peuuent garder de luy

Of divination by the finger na i ls he says : Ony

mance se faiso it avec de l’huile et de la snye, dont

on frottoit l
’

ongle d
’

un petit gargon vierge, que l
’

on

faisoit tourner vers
'

le solicl. Car ils pensoyent que

les figures des choses desirées se fissent par le mes

lange de l’huile, de la snye et des rayons du solei l,
encores qu’elles fussent faites par l

’

imposture du

diable.”

An anonymous German work, ca lled the 138

Kuns ts tilcke, written in the seventeenth century,
says : Zu der zeit eines glorwiirdigsten damals re

gierenden Monarchen [Kaiser Rudolph II . , 1552

came an Italian to his Chamberlain,
and of

fered through him a secret to the emperor, by which

he could tell what the king of France did in his most

secret cabinet . The emperor was not to be per

suaded, but is said to have given the Italian 1000

Reichsthalers, and sent him away. The chamber

lain
,
on the other hand, was less conscientious, and

secured the secret
,
which consisted in making a

young boy or a virgin conjure St Cyprian to let them

see Solomon in their hands and there Solomon ap

peared in their hands, with his red beard, on his

throne
,
with his sceptre in one hand, and a dagger in

the other
,
a m inister on either side . When this

apparition had made its appearance the scryer put
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apocrypli al. Among the most authentic of his Faust

books , however , i s the authentic HO
'

llcnzwang ( there

are spurious editions of this too ) , a collection o f

magical recipes, which was certainly in print in the

the first years of the seventeenth century ( the

historical Faust lived in the first half of the six

teenth ) .

Four chapters of the Hollenzwang deal w ith

crystal gazing and all ied subj ects— lxvii . , lxx.
,
lxx i . ,

and lxi i . The first of these is concerned with

the famous Erdspiegel, or Bergspiegel, a mirror

which was intended to Show all the hidden treasures

of the earth . The directions for the preparation of
this are as follows — Buy a new m irror on a Friday,
and pay for it whatever the vendor asks

,
in order

that no evi l Spi rit may injure it ; bury it in a man
’s

grave in a churchyard at midn ight
,
exactly on the

face o f the dead man
,
and let it l ie there nine Fridays .

On the ninth go back , and take it out. GO to the

cross- roads, and lay it in the m iddle, in the name o f

three spirits, choosing them according to the nature

of the service required ; thus for treasures hid in

the earth you must name Ariel and Marbuel, for

they are swi ft messengers . A fter them name

Aciel, who will show you the treasure, and keep off

all attendant Spi rits ; and, what is more, Show you

how to get the treasure, how much there is Of it,
and what it consists of. Here , too ,

the mirror must

remain for nine Fridays, and then the three spirits
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must be put into it, care being taken that the

operator does not see into i t himself . The words
of the spell are completely diff erent from those of

the spells used in England, as will be seen by the

following quotation I
,
N ban thee, spirit Ariel ,

thee spi rit Aciel, thou spirit Marbuel into my m i rror

in the name of Rore+ ipse+Loisant+and Dortam

Bolaimy Acom Coelum Quiavitil Sam

mas Restacia o Adonay o Jehova prasa

Deus . I conjure you by Rolam icon Hipite

Agla Elohim Reremisch by Scham

Schmachadaz Maaschmay Ischalam Isebay

lam by Adonay Agla Paaschilam o

Aglam Ischailas Cassrielis O Jehovah

Scha ilis o Am isielis o Sadalachia o Arielis

o Cassrielis o Gabrielis amen isch .

”

Then the m irror must lie three Sundays on the

altar, but beware of allowing a blessing o f the dead
to be said over it . Finally, engrave under the m i rror

the characters shown on Plate III .
,
and it is ready

for use .

For a mirror to be used for divination take a

round piece of iron like a m irror, and have it pol

ished ; then get a sim i lar piece, unpolished, to lay on

the first m irror, so that you can
’t see into it . On the

top of them lay a piece o f wood or paper , and

cense them
,
and let a priest read the gospel of John

over them. Then cut the wood or the paper so as

to fit the m i rror into it, and write Tetragrammaton
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and various other words thereon. Various names
must then be said, and the m irror is ready .

In the seventy- second chapter directions for crystal

gazing are given . The crystal must be crossed with

ol ive oil , and a prayer said to St Helena— this at sun

rise . A boy of ten or eleven must take the crystal in

his right hand, and he will be able to see what you
desire .

Another method (useful for discovering a thief )
i s to take a glass bowl, or rather vase, and fill it

with holy water, put it on a bench covered with

consecrated cloth, and light three wax candles . On
the mouth of the vase lay crosswise two olive leaves,
and say the Paternoster on your knees . Then make

a cross with the right thumb nai l on the mouth of

the vase
,
all in the dark, and say a prayer.

The seventy-first chapter gives still another

method
,
which must be tried in a solitary place

,

where no cockcrow nor sound of church bell can

be heard . On a Friday, by waxing moon, put on

clean clothes
,
take a clean glass, and fil l i t with water.

Cover it with a linen cloth, and set it on a marble

slab
,
and say a prayer or spell over it, calling upon

a spirit to enter it. As soon as he is in, close the

glass hermetically with wax, and keep him there.

In this spell the magic names are again different

Zoyma, Zoplay, Pastorem, Coronem ,
Primonem ;

and if the Spell is not eff ectual go on for a who le

hour, and finally a beauti ful man or woman w ill
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yellow fluid, or , better, with the blood of a black hen

or a black lamb
,
on new parchment . If the scryer

and the director of the operation can sing or play, so
much the better . Face the east, sprinkle hands and

face with rose water
,
and ca ll upon the spirits .

The first eight will appear
,
and they will fetch their

king, to whom you must say : Herr KOnig,
Ew .

Kon igl. Majest
'

at wollen wir m it gott willkommen

seyn , sammt den l ieben angehOrigen dienern .

” The

king is then asked to fetch the throne and book

of Solomon , and take a solemn oath to answer truly ;
i f he did so he was not to be kept beyond the proper
time.

He will then answer you with legible writing, or

Show you the person you desire. When you have

got your in formation you inquire of the king i f he
wishes to partake of refreshment, and i f the answer
is in the affirmative ask h im to send the servants

to fetch food and drink from the kitchen of A . B .

The meal ended, the king is thanked and dism issed ,
the water poured away in a clean place, and the vessel

put away till it is next required .

The account goes on that the apparition may be

cited to appear in a crystal, a m irror, or in the hand .

In the latter case oil and soot should be taken and

smeared upon the hand . Then go to a dark place

with a wax candle, and you will then see the figures .

I f the scryer is a boy
,
the names o f the spirits— Gar

diab
,
Fardiar, the Ipodhar— must be said in his ear
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three times
,
and also written on parchment, and tied

round his arm .

There are innumerable other references to crystal

gazing in Continental authors, some of whom , such

as Rist, tell interesting stories, unfortunately non

evidential , of prophecies to ld by means of a crystal ,
with a love interest runn ing through the story . We

read of Jacob BOhme that he scryed in the lovely ,
jovial lustre of the cup

,

”
and was enabled to look

into the hearts of all creatures .

AS a rule, however, we find nothing but wearisome

repetition
,
nearly the self- same words of what has

been said by fifty predecessors .
Aubrey gives one or two cases which Show that

crysta l gazing flourished in Italy .

*

When Sir Marmaduke Langdale was in Italy he

went to one o f these Magi , who did Show h im a

glass where he saw himsel f kneeling before a cruci
fix . He was then a Protestant, and afterwards be

came a Roman Catholic .

The Earl o f Denbigh, then Ambassador at Venice,
did tell James Harrington that one did Show him

several things in a glass— things past and to come .

As a rule, however, there is little that is worth

quoting, and we may pass to the subject of scrying
in England during the Middle Ages .

There cannot be much doubt that crystal gazing

was as well known in England in the Middle Ages

Aubrey, p . 2 19.
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as it was on the Continent. English authors , how

ever
,
seem to have had better occupations than

writing of divination and suchlike “ works of the

dev i l ” ; consequently we do not find, until com

paratively late, any l iterary references to the sub

ject. In the next chapter will be quoted a MS .

in the British Museum in a handwriting which fix es

i ts date as some time early in the fifteenth century ;
but it is not unti l the following century that refer

ences to i t are frequent . From the time of Dr

Dee ( 1527- 1608) onward there is no lack of ma

terial for those who are fond of diving into old

MSS . and works on magic . We have
,
however

,
dealt

with Continental crystal gazing at such length that

it will beunnecessary to say much ofEnglish scrying .

In the reign of Henry VIII . the Abbot of Abing

don wrote to Cromwell ! Right honourable my

very singu ler good Maister, in my mooste humble

wyse I comende me unto you . It shall please your

maistership to be advertised that my Officers have

taken here a Preyste, a suspect parson ; with bym

certeyn bokes of conjuracions, in the which ys con

teyned many conclusions of that worke ; as fynding
out o f tresure hydde, consecrating of ryngs with

stones
'

in theym ,
consecrating of a chrystall stone

wherein a chylde shall lokke see many

But those who wish to study in detai l the ideas

E l l is, Original Letters, 3rd. S. i i i . 41 .
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to think not much reliance could be placed on him .

Among other visions there appeared Sir Isaac
Newton

,
to tell us that electricity ,

was partly the

cause of the moon ’s motion ; various spirits who
said they were in the abode of the just— Jupiter and
the sun— o f whom Calvin had been in Jupiter only

a few weeks
,
and George IV . ( verily Fortune makes

us acquainted with strange bedfellows ) , for an um

Specified period . Pharaoh and Harold were there

too ; while George III . and Zoroaster were in the

sun . For some reason Washington and Capta in

Cook had taken refuge in the moon ; but they were
happy too . Judas and Alexander the Great were

in a state of pun ishment ; but they were the only un

happy ones
,
unless we except Socrates,

i

who was

compelled to appear in coarse, striped peg- top trous

ers. After this it naturally makes very l ittle im
pression to hear that Orion came with a bear. His

portra it is given, but I am bound to say he re

sembles the portra its of some of the Plantagenets in
“ A Child ’s History of England ” rather than a

Greek dem i-god.

Even in those days visits to crystal gazers were

fashionable ; but from a writer in an early volume

of Household Words we learn that titled ladies , fear

ing to disclose their identity
,
disguised themselves

as charwomen to Visit the scryers of the New Cut .

When Bond Street became the resort of these mod

ern magicians I cannot say .
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Among curious cases of scrying the following case
is probably un ique — A certain Dove

,
who was

executed for the murder of his wi fe
,
possessed an

egg- Shaped crystal, which afterwards passed into
the possession of H . Harrison of Leeds . Into this

crystal the aforesa id Dove (by name though not by

nature ) gazed immediately before giving strychnine
to his wife, but with what result history does not
say.



CHAPTER VII

THE INCANTATION OR CALL

Anim is tic theory
— The power of the name— Pries tly

help— Magic— To discover th ieves or los t

friends— To compel runaways to return A s

trolog ical magic
— Raison d

'

etre of the
“

call
”

IN acco rdance w ith the animistic philosophy of

classical and mediaeval times (which is shared by
s ome modern cry stal gazers ) the server’ s visions
are naturally held to be the work of spiri ts , or in
many cases to be the spirits themselves disporting
themselves before his eyes. This being so

,
it was

natural to ensure their presence by an incantation
,

subsequently known as a call,
”
and to provide by

magical or other means against injury to man or

beast at the arrival and departure of the spirit.

We have no examples of classical crysta l ritua l
so far as I know . The earliest call ” I can quote
in English is from a MS . of the late fifteenth cen

tury
,
but, of course, not necessarily composed at that

date . It runs as follows

To ye fydyng of theft or of the statt of fryndes or of tresure
hyddyn or not hyddyn or of other thyngs whatsoever they be

Sloane, 3849.
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blessyd. And be angy lls 81 archangylls trons 81 iiatyons

pncipals powPS cherubyn 81 seraphyn 81 be all rel iques of the
sants and woomen sancts of god y

e weh be c6teynyd in the
world . And as mary was a trewe n ne in here byrth and

before 81 after 81 as yt yS trewe yt ye host ye wch was brede
ys cOvertyd into ye flesshe of our lord Jhu Xri 81 be the name
y
e wch be grettest in nigrom

'

acia Balsake sup balsorke panulo

in [ye power ] prte aye sat ays serpasys to y
e weh namew attel

'

be steyd 81 ye elementts be strykken 81 be -thes name I
comande y0 be the charytie of god, be ye eyes of bym 81 be
all ye membres of bym 81 be ye deitye of bym 81 be ye good 81
evy ll ye wch y

e elyments doth suffre of them I do cOiure ye
81 yow y

t
y
W shal l std or ye shal l sytt before me y

is chylde
in declarynge 81 shewyng to all ow ! [unde ] answers 81 ques
tons 81 in wryttyng yt yt wrytten may be to or understi dyng
81 ful l answers 81 satysfying to ow! wyll and mynd And yen

as be what yW wylt 81 yW sha lt have a answere 81 yr secrete
owght not to be shewed as y

W art wysse And whan yW shal
be Stysfyed of yr mynd gyve to hym y

i s lycense sayng I do
c6iure y

e Andrewemalce or you be all y
e nams afore rehersyd

that yu dost go or you to y
e p lace ye came from whensoeve l

'

I shal l cal l you or any of you be ye redye A l lways to me

come whan I cal l upon yow 81 ye peace of god but yt be
betwen us 81 yow. In nO

'

ie prfs etc.
And let ye mr say over ye chylde hede he sha l l
not be hurt nor any other beyng in h is cOpanye 81

abowght hym sequencia Seti evangelii secfid ii Johan
nem gtia t ibi etc. inprncipio erat Yhu 81 Vbum erat
ap
a deum .

A more approved method, however, was to address

the spirits in Latin . A lengthy example
,
of which

I quote only a portion, will be found in Sloane MS .

3848, f. 148, which is headed :

Here followeth an experyment approved 81

unknowne of Ascaryell to see most excellent and
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certainlye in a christall stonne what secrette thou

wilt .

First take a christall stone or a glasse, the greater

the better
,
so that it be fayre 81 cleare without

any ragges, cracke or holes broken within it and

thou must have a thonge of hart sk inn to wrappe thy

stoune in so that thy stoune may be well seene in

the middst of the bindinge 81 ever before thou dost

wrappe the stonne about with the thonge say thus

In nom ine s
‘

anctae trinitatis et deitatis hanc gemam

recondo. Then holde the christall stonne with it

so dight in thy right hand against the 0 [i.e. the

sun ] wch . must be done in the heat .
of the O at

noone when the O is in the highest 81 hottest and

soe call him in such likeness as thou wilt by the

conjuration followinge 81 he will come and Show

thee what thou wilt in all the countryes of all thinges

whatsoever thou wilt ask him 81 thou shalt comannd

him to bringe his followers with him and he wi l l

bring one Malli aperto with him and another also w ill

come with them .

Sequitur conjuratio .

The conjuration begins : Coniii ro vos, centony,

ceton
,
messitone, messiton, myssyron vel myceteron ,

qui habitatis in Bosco,
”
and calls upon the spirits

known by these remarkable names
,
and in particular

upon a certa in Askaryell, to appear in the crystal ,
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on pain of being sent into the fire that is not

quenched until the day of judgment.

A fter reeling off a list of biblica l phrases, intended
to influence the com ings and goings of the sa i d

spirit, the operator proceeds to quote an amazing
collection of names, supposed to be those of God . I

give a selection of them , and off er a prize to the
readers who can discover their original meaning :

Ehel , Abiel, Anathael, Amay, hagyos, otheos, Deus ,
oni nium potentias, hiecteta , gramaton, oneytheon ,

Almaron, Stimulaton ,
E lioram,

Elsophares, ex iston

historion
, Rusus, Leabacon , Cryon , Elibra, Saton ,

Leccom,
Leyste, Letisbon ,

A lmarias, Rabur, Oncla ,

E lbrac, Egepate, Abraca,
Bota, Legeta Amazim

,

Saday, Elfel, Helenon ,
Abecor, ye, ya, El, Saray ,

Ymas
,
A i iabona, and so on .

Not satisfied with this the operator proceeds to

let loose a flood of so- called secret names of God ,
which are more suggestive of the Latin grammar

than of anything else : Agnus
,
ovis

, vitulus, aries,
panis, flos, vitis, mons, pons, janua, petra, panton,

kraton
,
igerion, albinago,

talsea, and so on.

Should the conjuration not be successful the op
crator is advised to repeat the call three times .

And if he comenot at the third call condempe him

thus, and then follows a decree banishing the

un fortunate Askaryell to the lake of unquenchable

fire . On the supposition that a day or two of this

will be enough to reduce him to obedience, it is
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i s a Blessing that God giveth to very few. But

to those that h ave it in their infancie and those

often time lose it againe. But Prayer and a good

beleefe prevaileth much . For faith is the cay to

this and all other works, and without it nothinge

can be eff ected .

The child should not be above 12 yeares of age,
when you enter him or hir, for you may worke as

well with a maid as with a boy .

When you have caled either angell or spirit
,
ex

cept you presently send them about some speedy busi

nes you must licence them to depart .

In other words, the influence of suggestion was

necessary to keep the crystal Vision from vanishing.

In some of the conjurations we have clear sur

vivals of older incantations, with no trace of the

Christian influence which was so prom inent in those

just cited
,
or, as more often happens, there is an

amalgam of magic and Christianity ; by trying the

eff ect of both religion and magic they were
,
it is

clear, doubling, on this theory, the chance of getting

a spirit of some sort into the crystal. We have al

ready seen a white hen figuring in the procedure of

the Ashmolean MS . A Sloane MS . directs you to

take a black Chicken i f you wish .

To have a glasse wherein all menne may see

theire desiers. Take a blacke chicken and put the

3850
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same into a potte of erthe and then goe to a crosse

waic and make theare an hole 3 foote deepe and put
therein the pot w ith the chieke and then saie : crirma,
crirma or crisma

,
crisma, I coniure the in the name

of the Father and of the Sonne and of the Hol ic

Ghoste and of his deathe passion that died on the

Tree, and by heaven and erthe 81 by the supernal

pitte of Helle and by all that is therein contayned ,

that thou leave for this chicken a glasse that all

menne may see in yt whatsoever they will and then

saie certaine orations and praiers and so departe .

The third daie after digge up the spotte you shall

finde a glasse, which before any Bodie looke therin

laie yt up for a 7 daies in a secret place and everie

daie saie certain orations and so departe . And the

7 daie take it awaie and thou shalle see in yt what

thou will .

In another MS.

* more rel iance is placed on spells

The manner to shut a Spirit into a christall

stone that will Show thee anything thou desirest .

Provide a cleare cristall stone and wrap him in

virgin Parchment and wright on the backside of

the Parchment Ossiinmilis O rebon Malcalice

Askariel Bay lon O ff ricl Cosciel Tak

eth Bariel , and uppon the side that the stone is

wrapped in wright Cerber us Chimfogro

Frodissma Hundalgi inda Memibolo Jaman

3851. 93 b
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dundiceth Lundemagnusa Then sav presently

wrapping the stone within the parchment as follow

eth . [Then follows a prayer . ]
A good deal of mediaeval scrying had a very prae

tical purpose— the discovering of stolen goods . A

seventeenth-century MS . ( Sloane 3849, f. 4 b ) gives

certain exhortations which you must repeat

Let the chyld name them by these names sainge

antor
,
anasor

,
anelor, shew mee the persons and the

aparell of them that hath such a man
’s mony to

this child and he will declare the person or persons

and the apparel] of them that had such a man ’s

mony and i f the come not the first day folow still

to the ch illd unti ll you may have a sight of them for

the will apeare personalie as the to be knowne and

the will declare how much of the mony is spent

and how much is unspent .

And the feror day the better and let the child sit

with his face toward the sune lookinge in the christal

and ever ask him what hee seeth as youreade.

In other cases the obj ect was to find lost friends

You angells of God
,
there is a friend of mine caled

A . B . of C . in the country of D.
, that I have not scene

nor heard of a long time . Tell us ye angells of God

how he doth whether he bee in health or not, or

*
3851 , f. 41 b.
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tions as i f twenty divells in the likeness of Ramping
lyons or Roring

'

Bears were always haunting and

following him as i f they were carrying him away
with such horrible fearful] and dreadfull hauntings
that no creatu re is able to indure or behold.

Astrology seems to have mated itself with crystal

gazing in some cases . Thus we find a MS . in the

British Museum
,
written early in the seventeenth

century by a certain Arthur Gauntlet, who prae

tised physick, and lived in Gray
’s Inn Lane He

says*

Whosoever hath the following figure and shall use

the invocation presently shall Oberion come in like

ness of a beautiful] man l ike a soldier personally in

the ayre or in a glasse .

The first day of the Moone increasing and ascend

ing when she shall be strong in the hour of a take

a sheet of ledd or of silver and the graven image of

the foresaid Spirit and his Signe above his head and

his name on his forehead, and the Sign e of the G)

in the r ight part about the arme and the name of

the angell of the O , which is Scorax , and the Signe

of the a in the left parte and the name of the angell

of the <1 which is Carmelion .

[Here follows invocation ]
To appear in the ayre in the l ikeness of a boy of

7 years of age.

*
3851, f. 1 15 b.
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We shall see later that incantation form s an im

portant part of the ceremonies in Egyptian Scrying.

The reason of these long invocations and charms

is not far to seek, especially i f they are recited or

sung, as stated by one of the authors to be quoted

in the next chapter . The monotonous voice of a

dull speaker has a notoriously soporific eff ect ,
which is due as much to the absence of modula

tion as to the lack of interest in the matter . The

hypnotist, too, who uses the method of verbal

suggestion, keeps his voice subdued, and on the same

note .

We need not invariably suspect hypnotic influ

ence (Mr Lang, indeed, den ies that hypnotism

has any connection with crystal gazing but he has

probably not read the Egyptian cases ) . There can

be little doubt that the good scryer is in an absolutely

normal state in many cases . But there is equally

little doubt that he or she is often drowsy . When

there is no hypnotic influence the charm ”
con

sists in distracting the scryer
’s attention

,
so that

the reflections are not too Obvious . This, in hypnot

ism , is the raison d
’

etre of the invocation or call .



CHAPTER VIII

EGYPTIAN SCRYING

Experiments by Lane— Lord Lindsay
— Lord Nu

gent
— Kinglake

— M iss Martineau

THE most famous experiments in Egyptian magic

are those of which Lane has given an account . At

the time he was fully convinced of their super
normal character ; but subsequently he revised his

Opinion, and was disposed, though with how much

justice may be questioned, to lay all the successes

at the door of a renegade Scotsman who officiated

as interpreter.
“ In preparing for the experiment of the magic

m irror of ink, which, l ike some other performances
of a sim i lar nature

,
i s here termed darb elmendel,

”

the magician first asked me for a reed- pen and ink
,

a piece of paper, and a pair of scissors— and, having

cut off a narrow strip of paper
,
wrote upon it

certain forms of invocation , together with another

charm , by which he professes to accomplish the ob

ject of the experiment . He did not attempt to con

ceal these ; and on my asking him to give me copies

of them , he readily consented, and immediately

wrote them for me — expla
’

ining to me
,
at the same
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And this is the removal

And we have removed from thee
thy veil ; and thy Sight to-day

is piercing. Correct : correct.

Having written these the magician cut off the

paper contain ing the forms of invocation from that

upon which the other charm was written ,
and cut

the former into six strips . He then explained to

me the object of the latter charm (which contains

part of the twenty-first verse of the Soorat Kaf,
or fiftieth chapter of the Kur-an ) was to open

the boy ’s eyes in a supernatural manner ; to make

his sight pierce into what is to us the invisible

world.

I had prepared
,
by the magician ’s direction , some

frankincense and coriander seed,* and a chafing

dish with some live charcoal in it .

*He generally iequires some benzoin to be added to these.
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These were now brought into the room , together

with the boy who was tobe employed ; he had been

called in
,
by my desire

,
from among some boys in

the street, returning from a manufactory, and was

about eight or nine years of age. In reply to my
inquiry respecting the description of persons who

could see in the magic m irror of ink, the magician

said that they were a boy not arrived at puberty,
a virgin, a black female slave, and a pregnant

woman. The chafing
- dish was placed before him

and the boy and the latter was placed on a

seat.

The magician now desired my servant to put

some frankincense and coriander seed into the

chafing
-dish ; then, taking hold of the boy

’s

right hand, he drew ,
in the palm of it

,
a magic

square, of which a copy is here given . (Plate III . ,
figure The figures which it contains are

Arabic numerals.* In the centre be poured

numbers in this magic square, in our own ordinary
characters, are as fol lows

It w il l be seen that the horizontal , vertical, and diagonal rows
give each the same sum— namely, 15.
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a little ink
,
and desired the boy to look into it, and

tell him i f he could see his
.

face reflected in it : the
boy repl ied that he saw his face clearly . The

magician
,
holding the boy ’s hand all the while,*

told him to continue looking intently into the ink,
and not to raise his head .

He then took one of the l ittle strips of paper in

scribed with the form s of invocation , and dropped

it into the chafing-dish upon the burning coals and

perfumes, which had already filled the room with

their smoke, and as he did this he commenced

an indistinct muttering of words, which he con
tinned during the whole process

,
except when he

had to ask the boy a question or to tell him what

to say . The piece of paper contain ing the words

from the Kuran he placed inside the forepart o f
the boy’s takeeyeh , or skull- cap . He then asked

him i f he saw anything in the ink, and was answered :

No but about a m inute after the boy , trem

bling
,
and seem ing much frightened, said : I see a

man sweeping the ground .

” When he has done

sweeping
,

” said the magician, tell me. Presently

the boy said : He has done . The magician then

again interrupted his muttering to ask the boy i f

he knew what a “

beyrak
”

(or flag) was, and

being answered Yes,
” desired him to say : Bring

a flag The boy did so
,
and soon said : He has

brought a flag.

” What colour is it ! ” asked the

* This rem inds us of an imal magnetism .
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put the fourth of the l ittle strips of paper into the

chafing
-dish ; and soon after he did the same with

the fifth . He now said Tell some of the people

to bring a bull .” The boy gave the order required,
and said : “ I see a bull ; it is red ; four men are
dragging it along

,
and three are heating it.

” He

was told to desire them to kill it
,
and cut it up, and

to put the meat into saucepans, and cook it. He

did as he was directed, and described these opera

tions as apparently performed before his eyes .

Tell the soldiers
,
said the magician, to eat it.

”

The boy did so, and said : They are eating it

They have done
,
and are washing their hands .

The magician then told him to call for the Sultan,
and the boy having done this, said : I see the

Sultan riding to his tent on a bay horse, and he has

on his head a high red cap ; he has alighted at

his tent, and sat down within it . Desire them to

bring coff ee to the Sultan , said the magician, and

to form : the court. These orders were given by

the boy, and he said that he saw them performed .

The magician had put the last of the little strips of

paper into the chafing
- dish . In his mutterings I

distinguished nothing but the words of the written

invocation, frequently repeated, except on two or

three occasions, when I heard him say :
“ I f they

demand information inform them
,
and be ye

veracious .” But much that he repeated was in

audible, and as I did not ask him to teach me his
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art I do not pretend to assert that I am fully ac

quainted with his invocations.

He now addressed him sel f to me, and asked me
i f I wished the boy

'

to see any person who was absent

or dead . I named Lord Nelson, of whom the boy

had evidently never heard , for it was with much
difficulty that he pronounced the name, after several

trials . The magician desired the boy to say to the

Sultan : My master salutes thee, and desires thee

to bring Lord Nelson . Bring him before my eyes,
that I may see him speedily.

” The boy then

said so, and almost immediately added : A

messenger is gone, and has returned, and brought a

man, dressed in a black* suit of European clothes ;
the man has lost his left arm . He then paused

for a moment or two , and looking more intently

and more closely into the ink
,
said : No ; he has

not lost his left arm, but it is placed to his breast .
”

This correction made his description more striking

than it had been without it
,
since Lord Nelson

generally had his empty sleeve attached to the breast

of his coat ; but it was the right arm that he had

lost. Without saying that I suspected the boy had

made a mistake I asked the magician whether the

objects appeared in the ink as i f actually before the

eyes, or as in a glass , which makes the right appear

Dark blue is called by the modern Egyptian eswed,

which properly s ignifies black, and is therefore so translated
here.
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left . He answered that they appeared as in a

mirror. This rendered the boy’s description fault

less .

The next person I called for was a native of Egy pt
who had been for many years resident in England ,
where he had adopted our dress, and who had been

confined to his bed by illness before I embarked

for this country I thought that his name, one

not very uncommon in Egypt, might make the boy

describe him incorrectly ; though another boy, on

the former visit of the magician, had described thi s

same person as wearing a European dress l ike that

in which I last saw him . In the present case the

boy said : Here is a man brought on a kind of bier,
and wrapped up in a sheet This description

would suit, supposing the person in question to be

still confined to his bed
,
or i f he were dead ! The

*Whenever I des ired the boy to cal l for any person to ap

pear I paid particular attention both to the magician and to

Osman. The latter gave no direction either by word or Sign,

and, indeed, he was general ly unacquainted with the persona l
appearance of the individual ca lled for. I took care that he
had no previous commun ication w ith the boys , and have seen
the experimen t fa i l when he cou ld have given directions to
them or to the magician . In short

,
it would be difficult to

conceive any precaution which I did not take. It is important
to add that the dialect of the magician was more intell igible
to me than to the boy . When I understood him perfectly at

once he was sometimes obl iged to vary his words to make the
boy comprehend what he sa id. ( In the Quarterly, l ix. 201 ,

Lane also states that he and the three mentioned in the text
were the only persons present . )
TA few months after this was written I had the p leasure
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accordingly, having ca lled by name for the person

a lluded to , described a man in a Frank dress, w i th

his hand placed to his head, wearing spectacles, and
w ith one foot on the ground, and the other ra ised
beh ind him , as i f he were stepping down from a

seat . The description was exactly true in every
respect : the pecu liar position of the hand was

occasioned by an almost constant headache, and

that o f the foot or leg by a stiff knee, caused by a

fall from a horse in hunting. I am assured that
on this occasion the boy accurately described each
person and thing called for . On another occasion

Shakespeare was described With the most minute
correctness , both as to person and dress ; and I

m ight add severa l other cases in which the same
magician had excited astonishment in the sober

m inds o f Englishmen o f my acqua intance . A short

time since, after perform ing in the usual manner,
by means o f a boy , he prepared the magic m irror
in the hand o f a young English lady, who on looking
into it for a l ittle while sa id that she saw a broom
sweeping the ground without anybody holding i t,
and was so much frightened that she would look no

longer.”

Lane was invited in 1844 to act as interpreter

for Lord Nugent at a trial with the magician . His

account was publi shed by his sister,* and states

that two boys were tried, both of whom were com

* Englishwoman in Egypt, n . 163 et seq.
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plete failures . The magician excused himself on the

ground that the boys were liars, and did not describe

what they really saw ,
adding that he was successful

in the days of Osman Eff endi, but had been unfor

tunate since his death .

Now
,
it so happens that Osman Eff endi was the

interpreter employed by the magician , and Lane says

that in all the surpri sing successes of which he had
heard this Osman had served in that capacity .

Subsequently
,
though hundreds of persons had

gone to the magician , the successes had been so few

that coincidence sufficed to explain them . (Lane

says coincidence was not necessary to expla in them,

but obviously means that nothing more than chance

had been at work . )
Lane goes on to say that though he was satisfied

that the boys in his own case were not prompted

by the magician , as he himself had selected them ,

yet he now believed that they had not in reality

seen anything. He had, indeed, off ered them a bribe

to con fess the truth
,
but they had remained silent,

fearing to confess . (What they feared it is difficult

to see . )
To the obvious objection that Europeans (as we

shall see later ) had succeeded in seeing things in

the ink , Lane replies by propounding this hypothesis
— sufficiently remarkable at a time when the efficacy

of verbal suggestion was virtua lly unknown— that in

their case it was the interpreter who helped them to
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their feats . and that he did it by means

o f suggestions . llut i f this explanation ,
by no

nu a l l s improbable. fits the case of the Europeans ,
it is di fficult to see why Lane supposes the boys to

have seen no thing.

If he had been prepared to go a l ittle further , and

adm it that the bo vs frequently saw ink visions which

“ e re. in the main . o r at anv rate on some occasions ,
the resu lt o f suggestion on the part of the magician ,

he wo uld pro bablv have hit the mark .

. \n impo rtant po int remains to be mentioned .

The a fo resa id O sman E ff endi was in rea l ity a

Sco tsman, an cx - so ldicr who had been taken

pr is o ner in 1807, who had gone over to Moham
i i iedanis i i i , and subsequently become second inter

preter at the l lritish Consulate ! “ His avowed
theo ry o f mo rals was that we did our whole duty
i f “ 0 did what we thought best for our fellow
creatures and most agreeable to them — a doctrine

u h ich has more than once been put into practice

by friends o f my own in reporting their psychica l

experiences to me.

l t is, therefo re, highly probable that Osman was

acquainted with the appearance of a good many

celebrated Englishmen, including, of course, Nelson .

Lane was aston ished to hear an accurate description

of Burckhardt, knowing that the magician had

never seen him . But perhaps the mystery vanishes

Nugent, Lands Classical, i . 249.
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Lord Lindsay had previously heard of the

magician ’s performances, and was determined to
test him . On the second occasion he was alone

,

and the magician is said to have failed egregiously
only one trial , and that the first, being successful .*

The process of becom ing a magician was
,
it

appeared
,
somewhat complicated . Thirteen words

or names , apparently not Arabic, had to be learnt

by heart ; then for seven days a fire must be made
seven times a day, and incense thrown on it . Round

this fire the in itiant had to walk seven times , pro

nouncing seven times the thirteen names ( it re

m inds one of the man who was going to St Ives ) ,
and then go to sleep

,
to wake with the desired

faculty .

Before the boy was brought the magician wrote
several l ines in Arabic, which he afterwards tore into

seven pieces
,
each contain ing a distich .

He then drew a double- l ined square
,
with strange

marks in the angles, on the boy
’s hand

,
put ink on

his palm ,
and bade him look in .

A chafing
-dish was now brought in

,
and the

wizard, beads in hand, began mumbling prayers

or invocations, probably the same words over and

over again , at first in a loud voice, then sinking it

ti ll it was quite inaudible , though his lips continued

to move . From time to time he placed incense

and one of the scraps of paper on the fire
,
frequently

Lord Lindsay, Letters, p. 65.
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break ing off to ask the boy i f he saw anything
At last he said I saw something fl it by quickly

but nothing more came
,
and the wizard asked for

another boy.

After a repetition of the ceremonies the new bov
saw a man, who at the word of command began
sweeping ; then he made the boy call for sevei
flags in succession

,
which made their appearance.

and finally the Sultan , who was described as drink ing

coff ee . Now ,

” said the magician ,
“ the charm is

complete, and you may call for anyone you like .
”

The first person summoned, a clergyman , whose

name is not given, was , on the whole, accuratelv

described, but this was the only success . The others

would not come , or appeared by proxy a result

which
,
with an ingenuity which has its parallel

nearer home, the magician ascribed to the fact that

it was the month of Ramadan .

Daniel Lambert appeared as a scarecrow , and

Miss Biffin a legless and arm less freak
,
with the

usual number of human properties . In spite of

failures
,
Lord Lindsay was satisfied that the children

did see crowds of objects, and that collusion was

out of the question .

Lord Nugent gives a brief description of two

seances, the second being the one at which Lane

was present . At the first, after the usual incense

burning, the magician placed a paper
'

with some
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written characters under the cap of the boy, who

had been brought from a distance by Sir Gardner
Wilkinson . The prelim inary pictures were

,
in the

main ,
the same as those already described— persons

pitching a tent, a man sweeping, spreading a carpet,
etc . After this preparation the inquirers were
asked to name their fancy

,
and selected a person

distinguished for the longest and bushiest beard
in the British Isles . He was

,
however

,
described

as having a chin very l ike that of the youngest
person in the company, Lord Mountcharles . After
several failures the magician suggested that they
should ask for someone who had lost a l imb, as
they would be more easily recognised. Sir Henry

Hardinge was selected
,
and the boy, after being led

astray
O

by inquiries a fter his eyes and feet , mentioned
that he had his hands crossed on his heart— the real

fact being that he had lost one of them , which led

O
’

Connell to abuse him in Parliament as a one

handed m iscreant . The second seance was like
wise a total failure .

*

Kinglake ’s curiosity was aroused by the reports
of the magician ’s feats, and he had a seancefi but

the result was a lamentable failure . Dr Keate,
the headmaster of Eton, was described as a fair

girl , with blue eyes
,
golden hair

,
pallid face

,
and

rosy lips .

Miss Martineau
’

s scryerwas equally unsuccessfulgt

Lands C lbss ical, p . 227.

‘

l
'

E othen, p. 264 II: Travels, i i . 137.
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was an aff air of mesmerism in the first place,
a clairvoyant got en rapport with the questioner,
and succeeded in answering correctly The

magician, She thought, failed to appreciate the cause

of his success
,
and attributed it to the favour of the

spirits whom he propitiated .

After several more boys had turned out failures ,
Miss Martineau proposed to try for herself . At
first the magician obj ected, but subsequently agreed

to her request, though with a warning that success

was improbable .

More charm s and incense were burned, she goes on,
my

hand was duly scored with ink , and the usua l pool poured into
my hand, and I faithfu l ly gazed into it. In two m inutes the
sensation came, though there was no hand on my head .

Presently I began to see such odd things in the pool of ink ; it
grew so large before my aching eyes, and showed such strange
moving shadows and clear symmetrical figures and intersecting
lines, that I felt uncerta in how long I could command my
thoughts and words ; and, cons idering the number of strangers
present, I thought it more prudent to shake off the influence
while I could than to pursue the experiment . The perfumes
m ight have some eff ect, though I was insens ible to them.

I am certa in that there was a strong mesmeric inflm

present.”



CHAPTER IX

MORE EGYPTIAN SCRYING

Laborde
'

s account— Quarterly Rev iew— A . I . Butler

A LONG account of Egyptian magicians is given by
Laborde,* who was in Cairo in 1827, and witnessed

a seance at Lord Prudhoe’s . After a description
of the man, an Algerian, he states that two boys were

brought in , not, apparently, by Achmed— one of

whom , the first selected, was the son of a European,
and eleven years old . He spoke Arabic with ease.

The magician , noticing that he seemed alarmed,
calmed his apprehensions

,
and proceeded to in

scribe on his hand with a pen a square with letters

and numbers . Then he poured ink into the m iddle
,

and told the boy to look at his own reflection . He

next asked for a pan of charcoal , and threw various

ingredients on the fire, and finally told the boy to
tell him when he saw a Turkish soldier sweeping.

Thereupon he recited a quantity of Arabic in a
low voice, which he gradually raised , though few

words were intell igible to his audience, seated in a

circle round him .

The boy kept his eyes fixed on the ink, and the

Laborde, Commcntaire, p . 23.
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odour of incense grew stronger. All at once, throw

ing back his head
,
the boy burst into tears, and de

clared he had seen a hideous figure .

Thereupon a l ittle Arab, attached to the house,
who had never seen Achmed, took the first boy ’s

place, and a fter the same prelim inaries he cried, all
at once There he is .” Thereupon Achmed

questioned him , and in the description we find an

account of a soldier sweeping before a richly-orna
mented tent, of the appearance of the Sultan, his
suite, and so on— a narrative so detailed that

Laborde concludes that the boy must have been de

scribing what he saw . Thereupon the magician asked

the company to select someone who should appear,
and Major Felix selected Shakespeare . Bring

Shakespeare
,
cried the magician

,
and proceeded

to repeat various unintell igible formulas . The boy

described him as dressed in black , with a beard,
and a black benisch, or cloak . In reply to a question

as to where he was born the company were told :

In a country surrounded by water .”

Lord Prudhoe then called for Cradock , who was

described as dressed in red, with odd boots, and a

great black tarbousch ( cocked hat ) on his head ; the

boots were such as the boy had never seen, and

came over his legs .

According to Laborde
,
the beard attributed to

Shakespeare was a detail that the boy could hardly

have invented
,
inasmuch as it was not worn by
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Aiouha el Djennoun Anzilon Betakki

Metalahoutouhou Aleikoum Taricki, Anzilon,

Taricki .

The words are not difficult
,
but they must, it

appears
,
be recited or sung in a certain way, and

with certain repetitions . The incense was com

posed of Takeh-Mabachi, Ambar- Indi , and Kon

sombra-Djaou— equal quantities of the first two and

less of the third .

As soon as Laborde reached home he set to work

to practise his spells
,
and soon attained the proper

tone and rhythm ic cadence . A few days after
learning the secret he was called by business to

Alexandria
,
and went by boat, on which, to the

great adm iration of his crew
,
he made two successful

experiments . At Alexandria, his suspicions of

Achmed still active, he went into remote quarters

of the city to find boys on whom to experiment,
and brought them in from highways and byways .
Only one experiment is, however, mentioned— in

which he asked for Lord Prudhoe . The boy de

scribed his costume exactly, and added that he had

a silver sabre, the fact being that he had a sheath

of that metal, probably the only one in Egypt .

On his return to Cairo, Laborde found his reputa

tion had procured him clients . The servants of M .

Massara, dragoman of the French Consulate, came

to enlist his aid in tracing a thief . He sent them

out to fetch a child ; and we may assume that he was
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not an accomplice, for, to Laborde
’

s dismay, the

vision refused to develop . At last the caouas

appeared
,
and the thief was demanded . The boy

gave a description of his face, his turban, his beard ,
and so on

,
leaving no doubt on Laborde’s mind

that he was really describing a picture . The Arabs

were equally sure that they recognised the male

factor
,
and left without more ado, with a few re

marks as to the benefits that result from a few appli

cations of the rod .

Proud of his success Laborde wished to buy other

secrets from Achmed, but learnt that he was dead,
and had

,
in fact

,
suff ered decapitation as a result of

an unfortunate overdose of a medicament sought by

an old Turk who wished to renew his youth .

From Lane’s account it appears that Laborde

was wrong in thinking that Achmed
,
whom Lane

calls Cheich-Abd-el-Kader-cl-Mougreby, was dead .

He had merely suff ered banishment .

The Quarterly
* supplies a commentary to the

earlier part of this narrative.

An eye-witness says : That the boy really sees

what he describes is evident . The ink is about

half a teaspoonful .”

De Laborde ’s account is inaccurate . The scene

was described more than once to the writer by people

who had been present. The first boy was the son

of an Italian merchant ; he saw his cap, then his

Quarterly, l ix. 203.
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nose, and finally burst into tears at the sight of a

man w ith a sword. The son of M. Massara was

more successful . De Laborde asked for the Due de

la Riviere, without tell ing anyone of his intention ,

and the boy descr ibed him as having a un i form ,

w ith silver lace on the cuff s and collar . This was

the un i form of the Grand Veneur, and the Duke

was the only person in France who had such a

uniform . An interesting po int in this experiment

was that the boy heard the Sultan (who was always

present ) send for the Duke ; he said he saw his lips

move, and heard the words in h is car .

When Shakespeare was sent for the boy burst

into a laugh, and explained that he saw a man w ith

a beard under his lip instead of on his chin
,
with a

candeel ( a tumbler- shaped glass lamp ) upside
down on his head ; the man l ived on an island.

”

The account states that the boy frequently sat

at a distance from the magi cian, and he sometimes

went to another part of the room while the child

described the figures .
”

A further contribution is supplied by Christopher

In Noctes Ambrosianae an account is

given of the interview, sta ted to have taken place in

1830 ,
between Lord Prudhoe, Major Felix, and the

magi cian . The latter told him to fetch a boy .

After walking about for half-an-hour they selected

one about eight years old . After the usual incanta

Q uarterly, l ix. 208. 1
' Blackwood, xxx. 420.
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into it, and saw visions . Such was the account

given by the Khedive .

He went on to say that, being quite incredulous,
he asked perm ission to make a private trial at home .

The owner consented
,
and at the Ismailia Palace

a little girl eight years old
,
the child of a nurse,

quite ignorant, and unable to read or write, was

selected . When the plate was put on her head

she cried out : The stone has turned to white.

Thereupon the Khedive asked questions about

people whom the child had not seen
,
and received

correct descriptions . Another person present asked :

How many children have I !

Two sons and a daughter .

That is right . What is the elder son l ike !

He wears a coat with a row of buttons down the

front, and striped trousers, and has a sabre.
”

What is the second son l ike !

He has a coat with two rows of buttons in front,
l ittle gold cushions on his shoulders

,
and an anchor

embroidered on his cuffs .”

One was in the Turkish army
,
the other in the

Turk ish navy, and both were absolutely unknown

to the child. Collusion was impossible
,
for even a

wizard would find it hard to penetrate into the

ladies ’ apartments of the Khedive ’s palace . More

over, the questions were too rapid and too varied to

adm it of shuffling.

Butler says that the story was subsequently told
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in French in his presence, and that the second

version was absolutely the same . The Khedive at

tempted to get the ring for further experiments in
Butler’s presence

,
but the owner, Ahmed Agha ,

would not be persuaded. Subsequently Butler was

unable to find him
,
but learnt that he had made a

reputation for curing people of rheumatism by stick

ing needles into the affected part. No blood flowed,
and no pain was inflicted .

On the
i

whole
,
the

,
narratives in this chapter go

far to rehabilitate Egyptian magic. If Osman were

the deus ex machina in the case of Nelson and

Shakespeare we can hardly suppose him to have

been intimately acquainted with the appearance of

Voltaire . It may be said that he got up ” de

scriptions ; but there remain Archdeacon Wrangham

and the Due de la Riviere, and Osman Eff endi could

hardly have got up their personal appearance,
even if he had known beforehand that they would
be asked for . More convincing than all , there is

the description of Lord Prudhoe given by the street

urchin of Alexandria , far from the renegade Scots
private ’s baneful influence .

The more recent experiments described by Butler,
told at second-hand , however, point in the same

direction.



CHAPTER X

PROPHETIC AND TELEPATH IC SCRYING

Catherine de Medici— Duc d
’

Orleans— Mrs B .

’

s

mother
'

s mayde
— Thief-catching in Egypt

IN the historical and ethnographical chapters we
have seen more than one hint of the reasons which

made the crystal and sim i lar visions so popular

their telepathic, or alleged telepathic, character.

Savage scryer and civilised crystal gazer both

allege that by the use of the crystal they are
enabled to discover events which are happening at

a distance
,
and some even claim that their visions

give them the means of foretelling the future .
In the volume on thought transference we have

seen what m inute precautions are necessary in

order to make the experiments evidentially valu

able . In the nature of things, the spontaneous

thought transference, which is, as a rule, all that

seems to be attained by crystal gazing, is less sus

ceptible of rigid control , for the simple reason that

the scryer is seldom able to see the person for whom
he or she is looking, and that even where this does

not ho ld good , and the person asked for appears in

the crystal , steps have but seldom been taken, in

122
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at Henri IV . And we may have grave doubts, the

scene being the residence of the magician, whether

a certain number of his servants
,
dressed up, did not

play the parts of the kings of France .

AS an illustration of how such stories grow , we
may quote the account of another author,* who

assures us that Catherine de Medici made use of

the magic of her diviners to learn who would succeed

her son
,
and that by means of a m i rror she was

shown all future kings
,
beginning from Henri IV

She saw after him Louis XIII . , Louis XIV .
, and

then a troop of Jesuits ; whereupon she refused to

see more, and was on the point of breaking the

m irror, which, however, was said to be preserved in

the Louvre.

The only point of resemblance between the two

stories is that Henri IV. appeared in each, and that

as soon as the k ing appeared who was actually

reign ing at the time the work quoted was publ ished

Catherine refused to see more ; even the scene of

the event is changed to the Louvre. The story is ,
perhaps

,
entirely fabulous

,
or at any rate non

evidentialsl
'

Saint Simon i gives an account of a professedly

prophetic vision.

* R emarqnes sur le Gouvernement, Cologne, 1688, p . 15.

1
' For a discuss ion of a recent m irror vis ion of great interest

see p . 148 .

1 Saint Simon, Mem. v. 120.
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The Duc d ’O rleans related to him in 1706, the day

after the event
,
that visions had been shown by

someone in a glass of water at Madame de Sery
’

s .

W ishing to test this, he sent a valet to Madame de

Nancie’s
'

to see who was there, and so on . As soon

as the Duke got his information he asked the l ittle
girl of eight

,
who was the scryer, to say what was

going on. She related everything exactly . To make

sure, M . de Nancie was despatched, and he con

firmed the exactness of the description .

Then the Duke asked for a description of Ver
sailles, which she had never seen, nor heard of any

one belonging to the Court . She described the King
’s

room, Madame de Maintenon , Fagon, the Duchess

of Orleans, the Princess of Conti . The King

himself
,
the Dukes of Berry and Bourgogne,

and the Duchess of Bourgogne, she did not

describe.

The Duke had wished to see the future
,
and espe

cially the events at the death of the King ; and Saint
Simon remarks that the three persons mentioned

died before the King.

A MS.

* in the British Museum gives some partien

lars derived by the writer from a certain Mrs
Bollsworth

1 . Mrs B.

’

s mother had a Mayd who (when her
m i stress was abroad ) was busy in an arbor in ye
garden, whom Mrs B. , being then a girle, found

Eg. 2618.
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look ing in a Copper-basin w ith water in it,* and

she looking into it [as ye mayd wished her ] spied

something quite thro ’ it
,
as i f it had been a glass

81 saw ( as i f it was ) the shape of a grea t numb.

of men fighting one with another— which after
was judged to be ye representation of \Vorcester

fight , it being at that time for ye Mayd told Her

Mi stress and all in ye House the same night or day

after it was fought, telling the Kngs . party was

worsted and several particulars of the fight
, wh . she

saw and learned in that basin.

2 . A 2Cl trick of this mayde to wch . Mrs B . was a

witness was her showing a Gentleman his Mistress

in a Comon looking glass belonging to ye house,
putting beh ind it a paper with barbarous words

and characters on it . She bid the Gentleman whose

name was 81 2 or 3 more (with that Mrs

Bollsw . ) to look in it and they all (as they said

in Mrs B.

’

s hearing ) and she particularly for herself

averred that she sawa Gentlewoman very distinctly
in ye glass in the daytime

,
p icking her teeth weh .

the Gentleman confessed was his very Mistress.

They desired ye mayd to Show her again in ye

Afternoon, wch Mrs B . and ye reste saw again in

another posture with a book in her hand and sitting

With a copper bas in with water in it, often throwing i t out
y
t
y
e water m ight be clear. MP8 B . hav ing heard she was a

witch was curious to see ye even t of ye thing : ye mayd was
unwi ll ing at first but at last Mr s B . would look into ye basin.
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These particulars to me June 24, 1691 .

W . SHIPPON .

We cannot , however, lay stress on narratives of

this sort, which reach us at second-hand, and without

any guarantee that the reporter recorded the facts

while they were fresh in his memory . It is hardly

open to question that the second-hand story tends

to undergo greater changes when it is recorded

after a certain lapse of time than the narrative

which is given us at first-hand . This is readily

intelligible ; the memories of the second-hand

reporter are far more likely to rearrange them selves

so as to produce a good story , and the recollection

o f the original narrative, which is all he has to go

by, i s l ittle check on the mythopoeic faculty of the

ordinary man .

Some first-hand cases, prima facie telepathic, are

rendered valueless by the failure of the recorder

to exclude commonplace explanations . In the

following Indian case there is nothing to show

that the dog-boy was not the thief or that the

real thief did not confess . Possibly the wizard

himself hid the objects where they were subsequently

found

Having had some property stolen I sent for a

Lubbi jadugon ,
or wizard , who prom ised to recover

it
,
and chose my dog—boy, a lad of eleven years, as
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his confederate . After some prelim inary incanta

tion the boy was asked what he saw in the globule .

*

He first described the inside of a tent
,
then said he

saw monkeys sweeping the room,
and after gazing

intently on the globule for some m inutes got

frightened at something, and began to cry. The

Lubbi on this led him from the room
,
returned in

hal f- an-hour, and informed me the m issing articles
were under a chest of drawers in my bedroom ,

which

proved to be the cases!
In other cases we find the witnesses disagreeing

on important points . Thus in the story told by

Lane of the detection of a thief by an Egyptian

magician an Arab boy i s the scryer, and the thief

is , apparently, an Arab too . The account is , i f not

contemporary
,
at any rate written within five or six

years of the occurrence.

Dr Wolff, who was one of the party , gives no ac

count
,
so far as I have been able to ascertain, in his

contemporary journals . His travels
,
however,

published thirty years later , contain a very striking
account of the incident . Lane, i t i s true , may have

had an inaccurate account given him ,
or the story

may have faded in his memory, but the discrepancy

is remarkable . For in W
'

olff ’s narrative the scryer

is not an Arab at all but an Ital ian , and the thief,

* Uniun , a shiny globule, is made of castor oil and lamp
black .

TN . and Q. 3rd S., xi . 180.
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to judge by his name, was an Italian too . It may

be noted that i f \Volff ’s account is accurate very

much more turn s on the closeness o f the resemblance .

For an Italian boy would be likely to see an Italian,
and the racial resemblance m ight be enough to

procure recogn ition . Lane ’s account is as follows :

A few days after my first arr ival in this country my cur ios ity
was excited on the subj ect of magic by a circum stance related
to me by Mr Salt, our Consul-General . Having had reason to
believe that one of his servants was a thief

,
from the fact of

severa l articles of property hav ing been stolen from his house,
he sent for a celebrated Maghrabee magician, w ith a V iew of

intim idating them , and caus ing the gu i lty one ( if any of them
were gu i lty ) to confess his cr im e. The magician came, and

sa id that he would cause the exact image of the person who

had comm itted the thefts to appear to any youth not arrived
at the age of puberty, and des ired the master of the house to
call in any boy whom he m ight choose . As several boys were
then employed in a garden adjacent to the house, one of them
was cal led for this purpose. In the palm of the boy ’s r ight
hand the magician drew w ith a pen a certa in diagram ,

in the ‘

centre of which he poured a l ittle ink . Into this ink he des ired
the boy steadfastly to look . He then burned some incense
and seve ra l bits of paper inscr ibed w ith charm s

, and at the
same time cal led for var ious obj ects to appear in the ink . The
boy declared that he saw all these obj ects, and , last of all, the
image of the gu ilty person ; he described h is stature, counten
ance

,
and dress ; sa id that he knew him ; and directly ran down

into the garden
,
and apprehended one of the labourers , who,

when brought before the master, immediately con fessed that
he was the thief.

Wolff gives some detai ls

He was s itting one day at the table of Mr Salt, din ing with

Lane
’

s Modern Egyptians , 1871 , vol. i . p . 337.
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out Io vedo nu uomo con un capello. And, in short, a fter
a dozen times of inqu iry, he described the man so m inutely
that all present excla im ed Salvin i is the thief.” And

when Salvin i ’s room was searched the s i lver spoons, etc. , were
found . No one except the boy saw anything) “

The case is obvious ly of l ittle value from an evi
dential po int of View .

*Wol ff , Travels , 1 18.



CHAPTER XI

EVIDENTIAL CASES

Miss A— Premonitions— M iss Gernet— Mr Lang
’

s

cases— Collective scrying

IN F . W. H . Myers ’ great series of papers on the
sublim inal consciousness is an interesting account

of some of the crystal Visions of the lady known

as Miss A
,
which form but a small portion of those

which she has actually seen— the crystal visions

being again but a fraction of the supernormal
phenomena recorded in connection with her.

The records are
,
it may be noted , incomplete,

main ly because they were not made with a View to

their use for scientific purposes . For the same

reason they naturally lack , to some extent, the

evidential character of cases dea lt w ith later, in that
the subject of the Vision has seldom given a deta iled
account o f the circumstances , but been content, as

a ru le, to give a general corroboration to the narra

tive of Miss A .

Among the best reported cases
‘

is one in which

Sir Joseph Barnby was the chief witness . He had
gone to Longford Castle for a wedding, leaving
Lady Barnby at Eastbourne . One day, between the

14th and l gth of August 1889, Miss A,
says Sir

133
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Joseph Barnby, looked in her crystal , and described

a bedroom . She appeared to be Viewing the room

from just outside the open door, for she sa id

I f there is a bed in the room i t must be behind the door to
the left ” ; in any case the room was a long one, and the end

was occup ied by a large w indow, which formed the entire end
of the room . She added : There is a lady in the room drying
her hands on a towel . She described her as tal l , dark, s l ightly
foreign in appearance, and w ith rather “

an air about her.

This descr ibed w ith such aston ish ing accuracy my wife and

the room she was then occupying that I was impelled to ask

for particulars as to dress , etc . She stated that the dress was
of serge, w ith a good dea l of bra id on the bodice, and a str ip of
bra id down one s ide of the skirt. This threw me o ff the scent,
as my w ife had expressed regret before I started for Longford
that she had not a serge dress w ith her. My aston ishm ent,
therefore, was great on return ing to Eastbourne to find my

wife wear ing a serge dress exactly answering to the descrip
tion given above. The sequel to this incident com es some s ix
teen months later ou , when my w i fe and I were attending a

performance given by the “ Magp ie Minstrels ” (a society of

mus ical amateurs ) at Pr inces’ Ha ll , Piccadilly. We arr ived
early, and after placing my w ife in a seat I moved about the
room speaking to friends here and there. In the course of

ten m inutes or so Lady Radnor and M iss A. entered the room .

During the greetings which ensued Miss A . cal led my atten
tion to a standing figure, saying “

You wil l remember my
seeing a lady in her bedroom while I was looking in my crys
tal ; that is the lady I saw.

” That was my wife. I need only
add that she had never seen my wife.

(Signed ) JOSEPH BARNBY.

Lady Barnby, writing in the same month as her

husband
,
three years a fter the event

, makes the

following statement

The account about me and my dress is remarkable, as being
out of the genera l course of things, in this way : I had been
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less complicated than they are. Every German

professor of philosophy— there are forty- eight of
them , each with a system o f his own

,
not to speak

of those who are dead and gone and those who

hope to step into the shoes o f the present professors
— would rejoice in the consciousness that his system

was unas‘sailable because the universe was what

he made it (many of them seem to believe this to
be the case now ) , and there would be at least eight

and forty diff erent universes in Germany alone.

This method, adm irable as it is from an abstract
point o f View , is not, however, found to give good

results in practice . Consequently it may be ques
tioned whether a simple den ial of the truth o f this
and all sim i lar stories is an ideal method of dealing

with the facts of experience
,
whether it be adopted

by the “

man o f science” or the common or garden

individual who knows all about it .

It may be remarked in passing that when men of

science condescend to o ff er some remarks on the

subject of psychical research they are frequently

unfortunate
,
i f not downright inaccurate. Pro

fessor Ray Lankester recently wrote to The Times

to accuse Sir Ol iver Lodge o f wil fully deceiving the

public by alleging that the S.P .R . had discovered

telepathy
,
whereas

,
in fact

, no such thing had been

discovered. In such cases the logic is sometimes

on a par with the tone of the assai lant , and Pro fessor
Ray Lankester

’

s assault merely served to show
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that he did not know the mean ing of the word

telepathy
,
which is no more a thing than gravita

tion is a thing. But this is by the way .

I f we do not put Miss A ’s crystal vision out of

the way by declaring that the parties concerned

developed concordant hallucinatory memories it

hardly appears poss ible to explain it as the result of
co incidence . As Lady Barnby explains, the cir

cum stances were distinctly exceptional ; they

m ight indeed
, w ith the exception of the open door,

have been in her m ind
,
and the case thus reduced

to one of telepathy a trois , i f the Open door business
were an everyday occurrence . But this anticipa
tion of a certa in moment is too distinctive a feature
o f the vision for it to be possible to get rid o f the
premon itory element in this way . Moreover, the
story by no means stands alone . I have recently

heard of another case
,
in which altogether excep

tional incidents
’

w ith regard to the purchase o f a

house were foreto ld by a crystal Vision three weeks

before they became facts . More than one case has

been made known at private meetings of the

where even more elaborate predictions than that

o f Mi ss A ’s have been made by automatic wri ting

months before they came off, and under circum

stances that precluded the possibi l ity of errors as

to dates , for these predictions were in the hands of

o thers before the event
,
yet they afforded no

loopho le for the ordinary cause
,
even i f we include
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among ordinary cau ses telepathic hypnotism ,
for

statements were made as to a person of whose

name the writer was not aware ; there cou ld , then .

have been no element of mental suggestion in the

cau sation of the acts . Professor Ray Lank ester

w i l l , doubtless , be prepared to charge all con

cerned with deliberate fraud , even without wait

ing to hear the details ; but, then , Professor Ray
Lankester knows all about the universe, and

was qu ite sure twenty years ago , even before

trying any experiments, that there was no such

thing as telepathy ; or, to be more accurate, no

process to which such a designation can properly

be appl ied .

I f I had any doubts as to the fact of such pre

mon itions being part of the order of natu re my
doubts would be removed by an incident in my
own experience in which the premonition

,
which

was reported to me on the day on which it was

commun icated to my informant, related to two

incidents in my own li fe : of these one m ight have

been foreseen by one person
, who was not, however,

present when the fortune- teller, who had never seen

me, gave her prophecy
”

; the other, on the other

hand, was not predictable by anyone, so far as I

can judge, in the ordinary course of things . Both

the foretold incidents
,
I may say, struck me at the

time as extremely unl ikely.

An interesting account of an experiment
,
recorded
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First she saw a slender woman with very fa ir hair, and in
a costume which puzzled me as to her do ings . I described
d mesure all that went on in the glass

,
Miss T. saying nothing

as yet . The figure then began to move, and I could then make

out that She was dress ing ; she walked down the room, l ifted
her arms

,
took something from a board, then stayed in front of

what was probably a mirror ( I saw only the dark s ide ) , and
dressed her ha ir on her forehead. Then ~ she washed her hands,
and the mov ing to and fro from me of her arm s and of the
essuie-main she held was perfectly distinct . She had a tea

gown of l ight colour w ith long (Greek ) sleeves.

The scene changed all at once. I saw her in another room ,

better l ighted
, and a gentleman stood bes ide her, to whom

she seemed to talk in an an imated way . The gentleman was
incl ined to be stout, w ith a l ight beard and ha ir a shade darker.

When it came to this Miss T . burst out laughing, and sa id :
Now I bel ieve in it .”

The descr iption of the lady fitted to an extraordinary de
gree, and in the gentleman Miss T . recogn ised one of her rela
tives, who was reported to be a devoted admirer of the lady.

The narrative goes on to say that at this po int

the scryer real ised that she was intruding on a

neighbor ’s private li fe, and she broke off the experi

ment . She adds that Miss T . inquired of another

relative of hers i f the devoted adm irer had paid his

respects on the previous even ing, and was told that

he had done so , and was received by the lady in

a l ight gown with long sleeves .

To this narrative is appended the corroboration

of Miss Klado , who states that the facts were

verified on the morrow , that Miss Gernet had no

knowledge of the long- sleeved lady, and that the

vision was described as it progressed .
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Miss T . states that the vision described was of

a slight
,
fair-ha ired woman dressed in a morn ing

gown with wide sleeves , and which seemed to be

either white or pale blue” ; then my friend told

me she saw the door open , and a gentleman enter

the room , and on my friend describing his person

I recognised it at once .

The very next day I hastened to the lady
’

s house, and ques
tioned her as to where she was the previous even ing, and how
she was dressed . She told me that, feel ing rather unwell , she
rema ined the whole even ing at home in her dress ing- room
( i.e. boudo ir ) , and that she wore a - pale blue dress ing-gown
that had wide s leeves ! On exam in ing her dress ing- room I
was aston ished beyond words to find how very accurate the
v is ion was in every deta il of it .

It Should be mentioned that this account was writ

ten nearly a month after those of Miss Gernet and

Miss Klado.

On the whole, these narratives are in agreement ,
in spite o f the fact that the subject o f the Vision

remained in the same room . On the di fficult

question of whether a morn ing-gown can properly

be described as a dressing-gown I offer no opin ion ,
but a lady whom I consulted on the question thinks

the two conceptions overlap to some extent . Gonse

quently this detail is not necessarily erroneous in one

of the accounts .

For the greater number of evidential cases
,

however, we are indebted to Mr Andrew Lang,
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and he, again, to a ladv, who goes under the name of

Miss Angus .

I re fra in from quoting at length all the cases

published by Mr Lang in “ The Making of Religion ,

"

and The Monthly R eview Dec . which form

some o f the best evidence for telepathy yet pub
lished . Mi ss Angus writes :

'

A lady one day asked me to scry out a fri end of whom she

would th ink. Almost immediately I excla imed : Here is an

old, old lady looking at me
'

with a tr iumphant sm i le on her

face . She has a very prom inent nose, and nutcracker chin .

Her face is very much wr inkled
,
especia lly at the s ides of her

eyes, as if she were always sm i l ing. She is wearing a l ittle
white shawl wi th a black edge . But ! she can ’t be old, as her
ha ir is qu ite brown ! although her face looks so very, very old.

"

The p icture then vanished , and the lady sa id that I had accur
ately described her friend’s mother instead of himsel f ; that
it was a fam i ly joke that the mother must dye her ha ir, as

i t was so brown, and she was eighty- two years old. The lady
asked me if the Vis ion were distinct enough for me to recogn ise
the l ikeness in the son ’

s photograph ; next day she laid severa l
before me, and in a moment, without the sl ightest hes itat ion , I
p icked him out from his wonderfu l likeness to my

The inquirer
,
says Mr Lang, verbally corroborated

all the facts to me within a week, and subsequently

read and confirmed the account quoted above .

On another occasion Miss Angus says

One afternoon I was s itting bes ide a young lady whom I
had never before seen or heard of . She asked if she m ight
look into my cry stal , and while she did so I happened to look
over her shoulder, and saw a ship toss ing on a very heavy,
choppy sea, although land was st ill Visible in the dim distance.

Lang, Making of R eligion, p. 69.
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Why
,
it
’

s a soldier in shin ing armour ; but it
’

s not an offi cer,
only a soldier ! ” Two friends who were in the room ( after
wards ) said Mr —

’

S excitement was intense, and my atten
tion was drawn from the bal l by hear ing h im say :

“

It
’

s won

derful ! It
’

s perfectly true ! I was thinking of a young boy ,
the son of a crofter, in whom I am deeply interested

, and

who is a trooper in the in London , which wou ld accoun t
for the crowd of people round him in the street.”

This account was given to Mr Lang some three

months after the event . The prima facie agent

wrote his narrative in December of the same year ;
and after mentioning that the subject of crystal
gaz ing had come up apropos of Mr Lang’s gi ft of
a crystal a Short time previously he goes on :

“ I

fixed my m ind upon a friend, a young trooper,
as I thought his would be a striking and peculiar

personality owing to his un i form
,
and also because

I felt sure Miss Angus could not possibly know of
his existence .

”

Bearing in mind the ease with which the Egyptian

magician seems to control the visions of his sub

jects, we must, of course, treat with great caution
any evidence for collective crystal visions

,
as for

visions in general, though to a less extent , unless

it is clear that the percipients were on their guard

against the possibilities of suggestion ; or un less ,
which is better still

,
the experiment were tried

under the supervision of a competent experimenter,
who recorded all the conversations!
I f the record of the following case is correct, it

*Lang, Making of Religion, p. 99. TH. x. 135.
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seems clear that there was no scope for suggestion ;
but it must be observed that the three months and

a half which elapsed after the vision before it was

recorded were quite enough to permit all sorts of

hallucinatory memories to grow up, quite uncon

sciously, round the incident .

Miss G a n iece of Mr Lang, and Miss C
were reading anatomy together, and both looked

into the crystal together, wondering if they would
see the same picture . “ At the same moment ,
goes on Miss G the ball darkened, a white

cloud came over the whole, and three pyramids

appeared, a large one in front, the other two behind .

Then a train of camels
,
some with riders, others

led
,
passed from left to right, and disappeared be

hind the large pyramid . The vision lasted about one

minute
,
and vanished simultaneously for both of

us . We each wrote down as the things appeared,
so as to be quite sure, and I had no thought of

pyramids in my m ind .

”

Miss C ’

s account agrees as to the picture
,

but om its the statement as to contemporary notes

and as to the simultaneous disappearance of both

visions . She goes on to describe an experience

which Shows that she has the facu lty of vivid

visualisation and is able to transfer her pictures to

the crystal— a dangerous facu lty for a co-percipient
in a joint crystal vision

,
i f the experience is to count

as evidential .
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lt does not appear from Miss G —
’

s na rrative

whether the contemporary notes were utilised in

preparing the publi shed account . Judging by the

common practice in such cases, having satisfied

themselves that their records agreed in essentials ,

i t m ight be imagined that the ladies threw them

into the fire, obl ivious of the fact that contemporary
reco rds are what psychical researchers are always

demanding and insisting on . This is, however, not
the case. With unusual care they merely mis laid
them . Quite apart from this there i s some confus ion
in the statements as to how the record was made.

It is the usual experience that a crystal pictu re
vani shes i f the eyes are moved from the bal l, or

even i f the eyes are moved in any way, as we have

already seen in the case of Miss Angu s. How , then ,

were these ladies able to write down their vision

bit by bit as it changed
,
and all in the Space of a

m inute ! It would have been much more satisfying
if we had been told how far the original record was

used in the published account and how the original

record was made . Of course, it is quite
‘

easy to

record without removing the eyes from the ball,
i f you have pencil and paper and can write without

look ing at the writing. But
,
then

,
it should have

been stated that these preparations were made,
and that the record was made in this way . Against

the suppo s ition that the record was made in this

wav tells the fact that the ladies were looking up
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imagined, Verbascum Thapsus . Much puzzled by
the appearance of these words in such a place he

retraced his steps, to find that he had actually seen
the word boui llon ; the scientific name of the plant

bouillon blanc is the Latin name quoted above. I f
the subliminal is agile enough to jump from boui llon

to Verbascum Thapsus it is no very long leap from

pyramidalis to pyramid.

We have seen above that a mirror is frequently

employed instead of a crystal ; in particu lar,
Catherine de Medici is said to have been shown all

the k ings of France in a mirror at Chaumont .

Apropos of this story, it was po inted out that there

was little or no evidence for it, and that the most

natural explanation was trickery . Since the pas

sage was written a case of extraordinary interest

has been published in the Journal of the

which we quote in full below . It will be seen

that it bears a very close resemblance to the

supposed vision of Cather ine dc Medici . At the

same time, the mere fact that an analogous case

can be quoted does not do much to diminish

the probability of trickery in the castle of Chau

mont .

The recent case referred to was sent to the S.P .R .

by an Associate of the Society, Mrs H. J . Wilson ,
who is intimately acquainted with all the witnesses ,
whose full names have been given to the officials
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of the Society. Mrs C the medium mentioned,
is not a professional medium , but a friend of the

other ladies .

The incident took place in May 1904, and the

first account is from a letter written shortly after
wards by Mrs A to Mrs Wilson, as follows

It was in my bedroom at B Switzerland. Mrs C

was the medium . She was seated facing the long m irror in

my wardrobe, and we— that is, C [Mrs P s ister of

Mrs A A [the daughter of Mrs A Mrs H

and myself— were seated just behind her, also facing the mir
ror. Mrs C was not in trance. In a very short time we
saw my father’s face form over Mrs C -

’

s face ( in the mir
ror ) , and then S— ’

s face, two or three times following. She

was sm i l ing, and looking hard at us, her two s isters . Then
she faded away, and a long corridor came, wi th a large hal l
or room at the end of it, bri ll iantly l ighted up . Many figures
were walking about, but my figure and E —

’
s [Mrs A—

’

s

son ] were the most prominent— there was no m istaking them .

I recognised my own figure walking about, and lean ing for
ward to talk . That was all, as i t was rather late

, and time to
go to bed.

S the sister of Mrs A and Mrs P
had died in March, 1904 ; E the son of Mrs

A was living at the time, and in London .

The account of the other sister , Mrs P was

dictated by her to Mrs Wilson , and sent enclosed in

a letter from Mrs Wilson
,
dated 3rd October 1904.

It is as follows :

It was at B about 1st May 1904, at P.M . The elec
tric l ight was full on all the time, shaded only by a p iece of
s i lver tissue paper. There were present Mrs C ( the medi
um) , Mrs A A Mrs H and myself. Mrs C
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sat in front of a m irror, Mrs A and I sat just behind her,
and the other two to right and left of us respectively. Be

hind us was the bedroom wal l, and washing- stand aga inst
that, with a sma ll m irror over it. The medium was not en

tranced. I saw S—
’

s face form on Mrs C—
’

s face, fol
lowed by that of old Mrs P Then came a ful l- length fig
ure of my father in the m irror, in his robes, very l ike the
portra it. He looked ben ignant and res ted, with lines of face
much smoothed away. This faded

,
and then all perceived a

long passage in the m irror, at a guess about twenty-five feet
long, with bay window at the end, and sunshine stream ing
through . There was a window- seat, and two figures standing
by it

,
unrecogn isable . Then a third figure appeared, a lso un

recogn isable. They seemed to look out of window, and con

verse. Medium then became tired .

The next account, written in October 1904, is

from Miss A and is as follows

Mother, Mrs C Aunt C [Mrs P another lady,
and myself, were all seated in front of a large p ier-glass, Mrs

C ( the medium ) being sl ightly nearer the glass ( say three
inches ) than the rest of us . The gas was turned down to

about half its strength . Presently, after s itting ten m inutes
or so, we saw what appeared to be a white m ist ris ing up in

front of the medium’

s reflection , and it final ly resolved into a

good and distinct likeness of granddad . When we recogn ised
it the figure sm i led and nodded its head. Then a l ikeness of

Aunt S appeared
,
not so distinct, but perfectly easy of

recog ni tion ; after which a lady appeared unknown to four of

us, but recogn ised by the lady who was s itting w ith us .

For a time we saw nothing but m ist aga in ; but it gradual ly
cleared, and a long corridor became v is ible, wi th a door at the
farther end evidently opened inward, and screened on the s ide
nearest us by looped curta ins, through which we saw into a

bri ll iantly- l ighted room, whether bright sunl ight or artificial
light we could not tell . Figures too distant to be recogn ised
came and went in the room , and once a girl in what appeared
to be bridal dress stood j ust behind the open ing of the curtain.
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since it is clear that in some respects their present

recollections are not quite correct . Thus Mrs P

says : ‘The electric l ight was full on all the time,
shaded only by a piece of silver tissue paper. ’ Miss
A says : ‘The gas was turned down to about

half its strength .

’ Mrs H says : ‘The room we

were sitting in was lighted by a candle .
’ One or

other of these descriptions must be inaccurate
,
un

less all of them are incomplete. It must, however,
be remembered that we hardly ever find two people

gi ving exactly the same description even of ordinary
events

, and we very seldom have the opportun ity

of comparing together as many as four independent
accounts of the same occurrence . Whenever we

did this we should probably find quite as much dis

agreement as in the present case.
“ When we come to the descriptions of the figures

seen in the mirror the discrepancies are far more
marked. There is, of course, no proof of inaccuracy
in this, because it is quite possible— not to say

probable— that the hallucinations were not the same

to all the percipients . Miss A is the only one

who describes the appearance of a white m ist in the

mirror preceding the appearance of the figures .

(Our readers will remember that this appearance is

a fam il iar experience with crystal gazers whether

as a prelim inary to subjective or to veridical visions . )
With regard to the individual figures seen— ( I ) As

to the father of Mrs A and Mrs P Mrs
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A and Miss A say that they saw his face

form over Mrs C s face in the mirror, Mi ss
A adding that the figu re smiled, and nodded

its head . Mrs P describes a full- length .

figure

of her father in the mirror, in his robes , the figure

having no connection with the medium ’s reflection

in the m i rror . Mrs H describes the head and

shoulders of an old clergyman with grey hair and
‘Geneva bands ,

’ ‘not on the medium ’s face, but in

a corner of the m i rror , apart from the medium .

’

( 2 ) The sister of Mrs A and Mrs P was

seen by both of them and by Miss A in a

sim ilar manner— her face form ing over the medium ’s

face in the m irror— but not seen at all by
'

Mrs

H though she heard the others saying they had

seen it . ( 3 )
‘Old Mrs P is mentioned only by

Mrs P (4) An unrecogni sed lady is described

only by Miss A ( 5) In the scene of the long

corridor, with a brilliantly- lighted room at the end,
and figu res walking about in it, all the figu res were

unrecogn i sed , except those of Mrs A and her

son , which were recogni sed and described ( though

somewhat differently ) by Mrs A herself and her

daughter.
“ These various discrepancies may arise either from

actual dissim i larities in the hallucinations
,
perhaps

from inaccuracies in the recollections of the witnesses
,

or possibly from a combination of both causes ; but,
however this may be, there seems no doubt that the
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hallucinations were to a great extent Sim i lar . The

case then affords a striking proof of the poss ibil ity

so often den ied— o f producing hallucinations in

several persons at once by mere suggestion and

expectancy, without hypnosis or any such process .

No verbal suggestion even was employed by the

medium ; for Mrs Wilson , hav ing made special in

quiries on this point, tells us that Mrs C closed

her eyes, and did not speak during the Sitting ; the

sitters , however, did describe what they were seeing

to one another during the time of the . vision .

“ The case may also tend to throw light on what is

stated to occur with more than one professional
medium— when the so- called ‘materialised form ’

i s recogn ised by one Sitter as the medium masquer

ading, while another recogn i ses it at the same time

as the figu re of a deceased
So far the Editor of the Journal. There are various

other points which seem to call for remark . It is

not quite clear from the narrative of Mrs P

whether as the commentary in the Journal supposes,
the figure of her father was independent of the

medium ; it seems not impossible that it may have

completely occulted the medium ’s reflection ; at any
rate nothing is said of the medium havingbeen visible

Simultaneously . It would be interesting to know

whether the corner in which Mrs H saw this

same figure was the corner in which She, Sitting
* Jl. x i i ., 17 et seq.
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making the utmost allowance for hallucinatory
memory, i t is imposs ible to deny that several persons

simultaneously saw persons and scenes in the

mirror ; and i t is straining the hypothesis of hal

lucinatory memory very far to deny that these

persons and scenes were anyth ing but largely
identical in the case of at least three of the percipi

ents ; for, be it remarked, i f hallucinatory memory
suggested to the three percipients that they had seen

their relatives in the mirror, it should equally have

suggested to the fo
'

urth that she saw her relatives ;
excitement and all the other fami l iar theories will

not explain why one O f the ladies present saw only
unrecognised figu res .

However, even granting that hallucinatory mem

ory will explain how Mrs A Mrs P and
Miss A all state that they saw their relatives in

the mirror
,
there is stil l evidence for telepathy. It is

expressly stated that there was no verbal suggestion

except from the percipients
,
and yet all the persons

present who looked at the mirror saw something. At

a high estimate, the number of crystal gazers is

somethmg like five per cent . ; the chances are, there

fore, very considerable against four persons of a

party possessing the faculty, even though three of

them belong to the same fam i ly .

For those , however , for whom the hypothesis of

hallucinatory memory is an unsatisfactory explana

tion, and who regard a telepathic explanation as
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more probable, the case is of the highest importance .

Not only does it afford a satisfactory explanation ,
as is pointed out in the remarks quoted from the

Journal, of discrepancies in the reports Of seances,
but it affords decisive proo f that collectivity is a
character which may be associated with visions due

to human agency only, and consequently di sposes

of collectivi ty as a test of “ real” ghosts . These

and other conclus ions, however, do not concern us

here.

On the whole, fragmentary as it is, and unsatis

factory in that we have no records from unsuccessful
scryers or of their proportion to successful scryers ,
the evidence for telepathic crystal visions seems

strong. The arguments against thought transfer

ence have been discussed elsewhere,* and it is useless

to recapitulate here what has been said at length
in another work . I propose to sum up the evidence

for telepathy after dea l ing with ghosts
,
death

wraiths , and other spontaneous phenomena of a

prima-fad e telepathic character.

See Thought Transference, by the same author.



CHAPTER XII

EXPERIMENTATION

BUT few di rections are necessary for the experi

menter . The necessity of an exact contempor

aneous record has been insisted upon sufficien tly

frequently in the course O f the present work . Best

o f all i s for some one to take down the scryer’ s

description a me
’

sure ; next best for the scryer to
dictate or write it immediately after the scry ;
but this is useless where collective gazing is being
attempted . The verification of the visions is a
matter O f some difficu lty . I f the scryer has no
difficulty in seeing his or her friends let a time be
fixed and a diary kept by the persons to be seen

in the vision , with a careful record of hours and

minutes, goings and com ings, dress, and the l ike .

As we have seen, however, the crystal is apt to
anticipate events

, and then we can only trust to

luck . Sometimes it looks some time into the past,
and then we can on ly trust to diaries and recollec

tions . It is , however, worth while to try for a good
contemporary vision

,
and to make arrangements that

will leave no loophole i f it comes Off .

I Shall be pleased to receive from any scryers who
158
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